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--dThe Jul 1959 ctivities report notes that there appropriate ceremonies held

on Independence Day which included an address by the Task Group Commander and a Jc
&

41-gun salute. As to the future, plans were developed in problem areas isolated

in connection with the possible phase out of .4rmy activities in EPG. Planning

for maintenance standby culminated in a letter to cJTF-7, subject: Possible

Disestablishment, dated 24 July 59, which outlines problem &reas anticipated by

CTG 7.2 and included recommended solutions.” Among other things during this

period of time a native hm>%kxhxnd boys band from Majuro (consisting of 36 boys

ranging from 7 to 15 years old) performed at the Terrace Theater on 7 July for

an ~timated crowd of 65C persons.

Here is a report from the 4950th forwarded co JTF-7 in&y of 1959 and
—. ----

entitled “USAF Requirements for Conversion of EPG from Minimum Maintenance Standby.

Basis to Fullscale Nuclear Test.” It notes that the 4951st at the EPG now consists Jll

of 21 officers and 219 airmen which provide air transportation for personnel at the

EPG, as well as z nucleus for build up in the event of a future test series, as well

as providing for a state of readiness of the air facilities.
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Here is another tentative budget estimate
of an inspection and

control system in July of 59. Including an aircraft sampling operation in the mon-
h. * ~;}!

otoring system> the initial cost to establish would be about 1 billion dollars and ~ i

the annual operating costs would be over 200 million dollars.

/?4,
In July of 59, to help the labs prepare

—-- -------

asked that they consider three possible

their inputs to

degrees of test

this report, Starbird

bans in discussing the

future of the laboratories weapons programs and projected accomplishments. These

are as follows:

“l. If we have’early agreement preventing all atmospheric testing (and agreement

remains in effect throughout period)

2. If we have early agreement that all weapon testing above 10 tons is prohibited

(and remains prohibited throughout the period)

3. If the overall moratorium on weapons testing endures until July 1, 1960, and

then atmospheric test on a limited basis is permitted (say 2 megaton of fission

per year by US plus additional desirable tests not in the atmosphere).”.

Bradbury submitted his reply for LASL on 14 Sept. 59 which included the history

and current activities of LASL; weapons research and development at the lab under

the three different test moratorium conditions; non weapons activities at LASL under

the three different moratoriums; activities of LASL and their relationship to

universities and industries; and general comments on the future of LASL.

JULY-W= -

The following notes cover the latter half of calendar ~ear>g
—- -. -. As of 1 NOV.

~—.._._———.—— .. . . . .. _.
59, John Kodis became Acting Director of the Test Division, a job that would have

-- -r___

i’.)made him head of Task Unit 3 in the Task Force structure,
I believe.

Total strength of this group was at 116 in this time period. Furthermore,

they were studying possible reductions if the moratorium continues.
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Uhere am three memoranda from Bob Newman of J-6 to C@e on various aspects of

.
!ontalning and testing underground which were mitten in July and A~u~t of 59. Ts

Description
.!hefirst of these, #J6-8241, is subject “Tentative and a Proposed Operational

‘mcedure for Firing in 1100 Foot deep holes.” It is a plan of attack for 1100 foot

‘ertiicalholes which will have Alpha rneamxments and quic!~Lyrecoverable radio chemictd.

amples and would be almost completely back-filled. The paper described the configuration

.ngreat detail including dimensions as well ~ the operational.sequence for instrumentirg

nd executing the test, as well as a brief recovery procedure. It noted that there are

et unsolved problems in the area of both the Alpha and the RadkecImeasunnents.

omments are solicited.

-2-

A 7 July--?~~tter from NOL to numerous addresses including LASL includes a
*

paper on the need for further test information on nuclear blast kill mechanisms

@from high altitude detonations,
and the subsequent need for a high altitude balloon

shot in Operation hrillow.

7 July 1959, the study group under separate cover lelter forwarded a
.~

eport on future status and utilization of Eniwetok proving ground” to the

slstant to the Secretary of Defense
(Atomic Energy] and the General

po

mager of the AEC. The remainder of the report, about 165 pages long,

miains this sub-committee’s report on Eniwetok.
This concludes the notes

) this study group’s report on future test operat-ions organization.

Sn an 8 July 59 letter from Ne~ to Hohner of AEC in Las Vegas, Nemm potits

out

f17-..-c.-.

appmvd has been~iven W procure 20,000 feet of coax cable for balloon use
at the

wHe states the basic requirement for these
f coax that wfil be Unsuppotied

,inimumlenzths of 500 feet and possibly as long as 1200 feet.
.

.
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‘hrough >ut 1959, long drawn- out negotiations were conducted concerning .

~e possible transfer of JI from the Air Force to the Army for the t’

!ike-Zeus Program.
,i

Plans for enlargement of Johnston island by appro:cirnately ~ g

3 acres by means of filldredged from the ocean bottom were made and a JI
ontract was awarded 9 Julv~QQ9 with corcpletion scheduled for 1 Fcbrl,arj :

960. Construction personnel and equipment arrived in August and September.
j

.causeway was built into the lagoon to facilitate obtaining the fill. ~
‘1

At n-ecting of Excc~ltive Cour.cil of the
it

t?
9 July - ~-’~

C&

~.

?$44 cl-’ French Com.uni ty, F’rcnceannounces intention

‘i to conduct atom tests in Sahara.
!:
i.

Ii

89
A 10 July Memo For Record \vitllinthe 4950th on the status of the EPG notes

the deliberations of the high level committee including General Starbircl on

Jo.>~
the recommendation to drop the EPG to a minimum maintenance status and

B
their a~rcement “In princip~”, Further itis noted that the PMR activities

involving facilities at the KPG will not be able to have the support of L1lC

helicopters

m

basccl on the plan. ncclphase down.

A USGS Trace Elcmcnls Memorandum Report N(lmber 1036

(TEM- 1036) entitled “Geology of the Marble Exploration l+oIc4,

NTS, Nyc County, Ncvada” by F. A. McKcown and V. R. ~Vilmar~h.

This USGS report made to Mr. Reeves of ALOO, I mentioned only bccausc

itdocuments the clrillingof a 1200 foot ;lolcin the north central part of tile

Tippipal) Spring qua(lranglc at the NTS. ‘~]~cdrillixl~took place iclivccn

July 13 aqd A\yys L 30, 1959.
Pz,,!$6

.- —- —-----.... .
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A 15 July 59 letter from Teller to Starbird responds to requests for J~.—---”

information and proposals in development of tactical weapons with enhanced nuclear

radiation and what the Livcrmore pro~ram is and might be. The type of weapon

is defined as that which would have a large radius for radiation kill compared

to that of blast effects!

Teller sets forth the
( .,

present lab effort in these areas and what would be required in the way of shift

of personnel from other programs or additional hiring to meet various schedules

for testing and.preparation of these devices. Of interest, he states, “First of

all it should be reiterated, that the most important factor to insure early

stockpiling of some radiation weapons would be the prompt resumption of nuclear

testing. . . . For the purpose of this discussion we will assume that testing



of yields in the range of a

time in the neighborhood of

with the ability to work on

-7-

few kilotons and below will resume underground some

Jan. 1, 1960.” He notes that the only other organization

these programs would be LASL and encourages that they

get started on such things and mentions also that AWRE might be able to pursue

these ideas and that some calculational support might be sought from Rand and

possibly NYU. In summary, he says, “A careful but necessary preliminary planning

of the development of radiation weapons has been carried out. On the basis of this,

we believe that a rapid and reasonable development in this area will require

cancellation of some and the delay of other important work at the laboratory,

and will also require a moderate expansion (80 direct heads in the Whitney effort

during the next

weapon could go

early directive

year). . . . As a result we expect that an effective radiation

into stockpile not later than 1964. The lab would appreciate an

to proceed on an accelerated plan toward a.development of the

radiation weapons. Because of the heavy sacrifices required in any of the

alternatives mentioned above and because of our manpower shortage we feel that

we cannot make the acceleration of

The Livermore mid-year review sent

a lengthy discussion of the impact

these developments without a clear directive.”

fron Teller to Starbird on 16 July 59 contains

of the moratorium. “In reviewing the program

of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory for 1959, the currect moratorium on nuclear

weapons testing continues to be the most important factor. This handicap and

uncertainty, combined with a heavy commit~ment to a number of very important

weaponization programs, produce an anomalous situation in which both factors

work to inhibit device development on advanced concepts, which is vital to the

llMXMXE development of future weapons. This situation will be temporary as regards

the balance between

as regards the test

LRL.” After noting

weaponizat.ion and device effort, and may also be temporary

moratorium, but, of course, it creates serious problems for

that Livermore regards nuclear explosives development as their

most itnportant job and that prediction of developments beyond five years is



meaningless, Teller continues “If testing does not resume, it “ill be necessary

do
to development new techniques which x%3LZnot involve nuclear weapons tests, to

carry us as far as possible in the development of new nuclear weapons. Depending

upon the nature of the designs involved in the full yields desired, one can hope

for a substantial measure of development. It is clear, however, that the rate of

progress in weapons development would be very markedly decreased by a continuance

of the moratorium, even if substitute development efforts were expanded. By

/ more extensive and

elaborate calculations, use of mechanical safing and a more liberal use of fissile

material in device design, etc., we would hope even under circumstances of a

complete moratorium to be able to make one or perhaps two generations of weapons

development progress, at least in some areas. While the uncertainty persist, the
become

lab is making a very extensive effort to Kamz and remain prepared for testing

underground and in deep space so as to be able perform such tests if national

policy so decides. We consider it

to obtain the necessary diagnostic

in the testing area which has been

our responsibility to be able, in such a case,

data. This constitutes our principal effort

cut back from 350 during Hardtack to a level

of the order of 150 direct personnel.~’ The rest of the review notes - the

details of lab developments in the various classes of weapons as well as other

programs such as Plowshare, Sherwood, and Pluto. Noted is that some investigation

has been g%ven to the detection

completed and underway for test

of tests in outerspace as well as the programs

detection underground.

An update of this memo on 16 July 59 &@x /}J6-8267,is
the same subject and notes

description of the method of testi~. One is that the
~5

sever~ minor changes to the

depth will nowbe 1200 feet
due to the 550 scali~ law which has been “more or less

!

I

aggeed upon es desirable by the Pl~lW3 Eoafi.” Newman notes that ALOO has

received

for Bids” for the four deep holes from H & N but is hold@
the foxms “Advance Notice

them until DMA authorizes
construction.

I



&July 59 letter from Teller to
— ---’-

grams. Among many other th

tlnuing moratorium. LRL is

.st-arbird is midyear review of LRL pro-

ngs, notes weapons development with con-

making effort to become and remain pre-

FP

.

deep space. Vortex is mentionedpared for testing underground and in

as helpfui in moratorium. Piowshare

caiendar 6i is proposed for Chariot,

Oxcart Is men+ioned.

Meeting //1529, 17 July59:------
~-”

Starbird presented to the Commission

effort is increasing: eariy

Gnome for mid-calendar 60, and

.e--

.

MA
three studies prepared I)y -on /L?

the subject of Weapons Testing, one concerning rccluircrncnts (or additional

weapons tests, one concerning underground weapons tests, and one conccrmng

high altitude weapons tests. These have been prcl)arc(l as a result of the
nn.,.

L.f.,
~-.i - .-. -

meeting between McCone and Killian in April of 59 in which cextain studies

were assigned to the AEC and others to the DOD. As for undergrmnd testing,

it would be feasible to conduct 14 tests between November 59 and September

of 60 at an estimated cost of 50 million dollars. As for high altitude testing,

the plans are for 6 devices for weapons development and two calibration tests.

The estimates for completion range from 85 million dollars in 2 years

to 220 million dollars in 4 to 5 years depending on the altitude to be used for

detonation. The lowest figure is for 500 to 1000 kilometers and the highest

figure is for 100, 000 kilometers or higher. In all such high altitude tests

only minim al diagnostics could be obtained. The 100, 000 kilometer altitude

would be required if it was an absolute. requirement that there couLd be no

atmospheric fallout.

The Commission then discussed at some length who ‘should receive these

reports outside of the AEC. LMCG ne stressed the extreme sensitivity of the

content and the fact that the reports had been done and it was agreed that in

the Department of State only the Under Secretary of State and Philip Far Icy

wou”ld receive copies. Chairman McCone also Goodpastcr on the
.. TI ..’f-



Letters of transm ttal fu the most part indicate meetings of the Bethe panel
~ &CAt-

2ml papers publish d through 59 and 60 addressed mainly to analyzing the

&si8n weapons prugram and a meetimg is planned for October of 59 to discuss with ~ ~?

he British the latest data on Soviet devices. One interesting comment is in a

.etterfrom Ibyle l?otih~ to c-on Mark on ~ Ju.ly_~ti which he says
“I notice

OU have successfully escaped reassignment to Geneva. Congratulations !”

Further correspondence bet%een DASA and DMA and the other AEC organizations
I

including the labs in July and Aug. of 59 gave a clearer indication that the Willow
4G

——

program was largely a DOD program and that they were not readily seeking assistance

from the AEC. A 22 July letter from Parker to Starbird said that, whereas the AEC

had proposed providing warhead-diagnostic packages for all 5 Willow shots, DOD only

had room for such packages on the 2 highest shots. Sandia wss working at this time

with the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) on the design of such packages. Hoerlin,

noting that he was not enthusiastic about any extensive participation in the Willow

program since DOD was controlling it to such a great extent, said that he had had

discussion with Sandia personnel on the contents of the diagnostic packages and that

they were “carrying the ball” on that item.

New entry...

;;2\:~
Note that DASA, together with the Office of Naval Research, sponsored a .

W

“conference world-wide distribution of radioactive fallout” with international parti-

cipation on 21–22 July 1960. The participants were all from western countries.
-. .
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~ 22 Ju~y ~TWX from Starboard to Bradbury and tinar documents $he fact that

~~
●

m afr force organization is preparing overall plans for R&D aimed at the

otcction and identification of high altitude nuclear cxp

flna~ program may take some time to formulate and be app

by the COD. Since the Air Force organization feels that

osions and the

OVed and funded

certain studies

should be initiated without de[ay they are requesting emergency funding

and LASL is requested to formu[ate a concrete proposal along these I ines

for forwarding to that air force. organization by DMA.

23 July [959, J-3 Report: On 25 June, JTF-7 issued general order
——

number 5 discontinuing Task Groups 7.1 effective 31 August !959. Z?y
L. . 04

24 July 1959, J-13 Report: The I-csting of full scale boos”l”cd
———

weapons In a veri”ical shaft 1[00 feet or more deep poses cablir~g
W

problems for signals in the boo~t region whictl arc being addrcc~cd

by J-13 among others.

A 24 JuI.Y59 memo from Reevesto Starbini discusses ““~’”””d’v’’”pm’”’’~’’~z~~ ‘~- ..-

a
lch is moving towardsdemonstration of 20,000 lb. balloon with 15,000 lb. payload.

jembly is 5C$ complete with delivery date

xxwme). It is estimated that the flight

~ettie between 1 September and 1 October.

estimated for 1 August

tests of the prototype

Reeves feels it is in

( at the NTS,

will be completed

the government’s

it interest to continue the program thxmugh the mintium number of flights

!essaly to obtain the information that Sandia requires or until the prototype

Ives to be unsatisfactory. Thus Reeves intends to proceed with the program unless

‘ectedotherwise.
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A 24 July’message from Starbini to Bradbury notes, in connection with curren~
-.. .-.

discussion of a possible decoupling shot, DMA needs an estimate of the accuracy of A/P
the yield of the low yield MARK 7.

A 24 July 59 message from Starbifi to Iiertford,Teller, Bra$oury, and .%denhzuser
—----

(Air Force) says “the Chairman desires that the AEC go ahead with plans on an

NP
accelerated M&: basis to initiate studies and actions to stage a auclear shot or

shotsunde~munci to check on decoupling. It is recognized that such a pro~ram,

if it is to be wortintiile,carmot be adequately completeC by ;anuary 1, 1%~.

However, it is believed that by making all necessary funds available and ex-p+.tdit%

this program to the utmost that at least one decoupled nuclear event :ozethcr with

an associated closely tamped nuclear event can be st~ed, completc~, and .su~ficiently

analyzed so that definitive data will be available by mid 1960.” Iierequests that a

meeting be held in Wakhin@on on 3 Autyst to lay out a tectmica-1.pm,qrm and assign

responsibilities to achieve these Eoal.s

Northrup, Rxnney, Sanders, and others.

mc~sagc in the IJLSLcopy says “how come

and that the followi~ be ~rcscnt: Latter,

A handwritten cwnmcnt at tP.ccnd of the

the Chairman will l.ctthis t.c:ctbr~I,lanncd

but Starbi~tisays “nothine doirzg(by 1 Nov) on one points? Surely l;ctti.qj ready

shot will be “obvious” and aXWGC comment.”

\In his letter to Wilson of the ALOO on 24 July 59, Bradbury spells out more
j-

specifically the funding impact on IASL with this program. Allowing Ior a small ‘-”--

amount of overall laboratory growth and noting that there will be only a slight

reduction in the effort devoted to weapons due to the need to be ready to meet

those demands if testing is resumed, the weapons budget is shown at a level of

about 38 million for the next two fiscal years (60 and 61) with the combination

of the reactors, Rover and thermocouple (program 4000) coming to about 25 1/2

million in 60 and 36.6 million in 61. He notes that this is LASL’S planning

position whereas he realizes that there are already FY 60 problems with the amount

available in DRD. Since the total for LASL for FY 60 is 68.1 million and 79.8 for

FY 61, there is apparently an increase of roughly 10 million dollars in the

reactors, Rover, and thermocouple for 60 and about 21 million for 61 as compared

-. CllC..-JJnm



irst formal discussion regarding the transfer was

>prc~entatives of intcrcstcd agencies; Pacific Air

‘“ Headquarters Pacific Air Force,
~ Army H~Wall~

held ~.fJuly 1959 by
Force 13ase Conl~nand,

Airwavsand Air
Ommunications Service, 1502 ATIV (.ALATS), US \Veathcr’~ureau, and
,S. Coast Guard. Cthcr meetings included pcrsomel fronl U. S. Army JI /,.

lcific, 1 Ith Navy District , and Pacific Missile Range. Target dat(?for
c transfer was tentati~.ly set for Dccernbcr 1959. A proposed transier

.2recment was forward to higher Headquarters on’ 23 Scptcnlber 1959. ,

28 July 1959, J-6 Report: As for Eniwetok the items which have

been mentioned iQK before are sti ! I in various stages of design and

study and comp Ietion by H&N. As for NTS, the 4 new 500-foot deep

36’1 diameters holes in area 3 have been dri I led and cased; the contract

was completed on 10 June 1959 and the contractor has pu I led out of NTS.

There has been considerable discussion and some sol id if ication of ideas

relating to the solution of firing and containing the underground. J-6

1s drafting the various ideas which have merit any one of which could be

used to provide com.plel-e containment, a radchem sample, and alpha

measurements. The deep holes formerly listed at 1100 feet are now

proposed for 1200-foot depth with the new figure based on the most

recent thinking

law of 550 w to

engineering and

for absolute surety of containment, i.e. a scaling

the [/3. In addition to numerous other design and

study items concerned with NTS “underground testing,

post shot explorations are progressing slowly in area 3.

Here is a memo from Herbert Loper (ATSD for AE) on 28 July S9 to ~he-—

assistant for Atomic Energy, USAF, and the Chief of DASA on the future status of .-.+-1

J{
-j
i

He states that, the AEC having indicated agrecnlentin principle with the

‘..

the EPG.

conclusions of the current reports on the EPG, the Secretary of Defense also agrees

that personnel and equipment at the EPC should be reduced to the minimum required

for a 12 month response capability and that the associated DOD organizations arc to

proceed with functional and manning changes as already agreed.



who is in Geneva to O@c as

st~rbird

follows :

weU = ~ythi~ available on Al Latte~ decoupli~ scheme. “

Apparently Ocle~ofng to Geneva about this time. is

An interesting letter dzteci2&.7uly S? from Stzrbird, Director of D>U
to York, DD?.~E, zddresses the AEC Lzkoratories’ cooperation xlth the
Military on the questio;~ of high altitude studies. The letter 1s nore

29JuIY 1959, J-10 Report: As for optical detection of nuc[car
●

explosions in space a prototype wide angle optical system for

floresceDse detection has been developed by GMX-9 and 2 units are

under consl-ruction. The watcrwavc problcm i~ addressed and surveyed

by a J-10 report, J-10-542, “Producl_ion of ocean waves by nuclear

explosions - an cvalua-tion.”



s-?
8 31 July TWX from Starboard to Bradbury and McMillan of LRL at Berkely

references Starboards’ letter of 7 July which requested Lab reports covering
,.

future plans for non-weapons activities to be used in a composite report to

the JCAE. He notes that the overa[l report will, of course, include the

weapons laboratory reports of their primary weapons mission and that in

basing the LASL and Livermore reports on three possible degree of test Pc

bands, the weapons,program wi[[ be automatically included. The three

possible degrees are defined as:
.

It,
. If we have early agreement preventing all atmospheric weapons tests

(and the agreement remains in effect throughout the period).

2. [f we have early agreement that all weapon testing above 10 tons is

prohibited (and remains prohibited throughout the period).

3. If the overall moratorium on weapon testing endures until I July 1960,

and then atmospheric testing on a ‘limited basis is permitted (s~y 2

megaton of fission per year by U.S. plus additional desirable tests

/(
not in the atmosphere).

In addressing

Lab estimate

military appl

military work,

each of the above [evei~ of test ban , he suggests that each

through [970 such things as poss ble weapon and otter

cation accomplishments as possib, c, various Iypcs of non-

and for all efforts an estimate of manpower and faci Iity

requirements. Starboard requests the reports at Icast in preliminary form

L

by early September. In an elaboration of this message on 13 August
.

Starboard further asks that the laboratories reports address a list of

activities currently carried on at each laboratory which should be
BK

considered for transfer to other institutions such as universities at

some time during the next ten years.

.



Aqqust 1959: PT.—

In the o~~oi~lq research and development effort for hi;h al-titudc detect ion

techniques, the pmblcm 0.e disc rininat~ ‘between e~lo zion @xmoT.~a and 1i~;’htnin’;

.
effects semns to be soluble and a method of discrimination has been tj~rl:edout md

is beiqq te~tcd.

The first l~nthy tkiscussion on the ;;enercl subject of con~ecilment of’under;muml

explosions states “the concealment of nuclear eqlos ions by containing them

within unde~nmnd cavities of a sufficient size to ensure the elastic be-

havior of tilecavity WEUS had been .sugBested. !.l~~yfacets of the vroblem

lend themselves

vestigated.

existi.q at

umlert aken..

the surf=e

(considered

excised, is

a spherical

to theorit5.cal considerations and are

narticlfiar, a thea ritica.1.anal.ysis o:.

surface of the cavity exc ise& from an

by J-Division. Data amlysis and calculat~on~ based. on tile~cE~ s;7.o’G~.?eca2-

tinu-i.ngat a s-ignificant level.

By a 3 Aug. memo to DDR&E, the Chief of DASA acids another test to the tests

planned for Willow which already include high altitude tests and water surface and

sub-surface tests. The new addition is a land surface weapons effects tests to be

performed at the EPG.



A 3 Aug. 59 memo from DASA
~—

to Willow and the details of the

to DDR&E addresses the latest thinking with regards

technical plans. The delivery vehicle to be used

4 pods would be used with each Tff

from Johnston Island is called the Jupiter and 2 to

rocket as well as a number of companion rockets
launched.

&

me final Newman memo, 6 August 59L#J6-8290j subject “Unde=~~d Shots in
—-—---

rty-six inch diameter cased holes,” contains brief descriptions, includw
Ta

L~sj of five different proposals for testing in various geometries with various

gnohtic capabilities.

J~SdS and provide any

The nmmeous addressees are requested to Look at the

possible comments.

● 9 Here is the 7 Aug. message from CJTF-7 to 7.2 at Eniwetok which states,

“The conclusions contained in the report of the Jeffrey Committee concerning

the status of the EPG have approved in principle by the chairman of the AEC
-A

and the Secretary of Defense. JTF-7 has been assigned

responsibility for the actions under DOD cognizance in

AEC and the services.” It goes on to say that the EPG

the implementing

coordination with the

will be phased down

w-t

immediately to maintenance standby with a capability to resume ,testing within

12 months. Only facilities and equipment which cannot be replaced within

X? months will be kept at the EPG and there will be maximum consolidation of

the AEC-DOD functions. TG7.2 will turn over their functions to the AEC

contractor with the ultimate release of all Army personnel from the EPG and

this phase is to begin immediately and be complete by Jan. 1960. Various

other preliminary details of the areas to be transferred or phased down are

contained in this lengthy TWX. The Jeffrey Committee was known as sub-committee

No. 1.

On the AEC side, Jim Reeves of 7.5 sent messages to

which instructed them to proceed with a phasedown of the

to retain a capability to begin a 12 barge shot at EPG 1

resume testing.

the various AEC agencies

EPG resources, in order _

Jfl
year after approval to



Note that there is no firm indication of the future of the Air Force operations

at EPG, under the auspices of the 4951st. As a matter of fact in this time frame, TH4 i

I
I

Headquarters Air Force decided that it would be in their best interest to relocate

the TAC EWP mission from Kwajalein to Eniwetok. J/l

~

&9
Hem ccme on 10 @ast, is the report of the 3 A~ust AEC meeting “Plcns for a /V/Q

~— b

Prtposed unde~ruund detonation to check on dccoupli~.” The LASL attendee was Ca~on

Mark. The

by the AEC

year which

themselves

cavity and

meeting addressed planning for a nuclear +ecoupling experiment as requested

GIZ I’J”L4

*

:.,~i.
chairman and agreed that HE experiments ~’;..’”.-LL’”,.t’ be held later this

would provide useful.infortnationrelative to decoupli~, but would not in

be conclusive tlnatnuclear detonations could be conducted in a la~e

prdbably would not adequately demonst=te the capability or a control

network for monitoring unde~nmnd nuclear tests. “TO convince world opinion of

the possibilities of nuclear decoupling, a nuclear decoupling exper~.nentmust be

perfoxmed. In this connection, it was argued by

detonation for this e.xperinent,to be convincin&

kiloton range.

hall but the most

it vas agreed

Seismologists thct

to the world, must

should be

tihcnuclear

be in the

obstinate ~oQbters. Plans therefore are p~ceedi~

1

A table of the cavity volume,

sphere diameter, and cylinder diameter (for a 5:1 ratio) versus the depth of burial

for various yields is given. With DOD funding, the Air Force they COUJ.Ube ready by

Manh of 1960 to perform the field measurements as long as no other Seismic pmjccts

are given a higher priority. Three alternative plans for obtaininfjt!~t:-apll~priatc

cavity are set forth and discussed: first, an cxisti~ natu~ or m~-m~~ cavity at

sufficient depth and.pmpcr size, rcquiri~ vcxy little additionLLlwork; Gccond, diui~



i

he necessary cavity by mechanical meams ;and thiti, washing out a cavity in a salt

ormation. The latter method seems to offer the most hope from the standpoint of

tie and money and ALOO is to pursue it with the appropriate mining and industry

ersonnel.

Correspondence between

hat all sorts of ideas for

DMA and the Labs in the September time period indicates

decoupling and concealment are being discussed and

tudied at this

ce, explosions

time (ene~y absorption by finely divided carbon, detonations in

in graduated holes, etc.).

On 10 Aug. 59, Gen. Anderson, Commander of JTF-7, sent letters to the Chiefs

of the various services summarizing the changes to take place at the EPG and in

essence allowing and directing each service to transfer functions and decrease T? /

manning appropriately. The instructions to the Navy include returning all ships

to the Navy with the exception of 16 LCM’S and 4 LCU’S to be retained at the EPG

for use by the AEC maintenance and security force.



is-an important memo for the secretaries of the services and the chairman

.

‘i~~~
McElroy on the subject of

A
“Guidance Covering Nuclear Effects Experiment

Phasing During

which directed

Test Suspension.” It begins by referring to Sept. 1958 guidance

the services to assume conduct of limited and extensive test

operations in Feb. of 1960 and mid-1960 respectively. This guidance is r~inded

L
and the following applies: “test planning will be maintained + a current status

at all times. However, expenditures for construction, equipment and instrumentation

for specific tests will be based on the following assumptions and will be limited

to funds available to the military departments and to the DASA for weapons testing =%”-~
Jt i

purposes;

A. One or more underground tests may be authorized during calendar year 60

and may be conducted on 5 to 6 months notice.

B. An

environments

Within

preparedness

stances.”

extensive weapons effects series involving overseas operations and

other than underground may not be conducted prior to the spring of

the above guidelines the DDR&E will provide specific guidance on

in

1961.

for test programs from time to time as warrented by changing circum-

1

.

Aua 59 corres~ondence indicates meetings, d’..—
~=-

, decoupling and

Use of snow or

testing thereof.

Ice as decoupling

.
scussions, etc., addressing .1
omes as sites being studied.

Ff

medium discussed.



%e following items are extracted from a tolaer cnclcleu ULLIIAU, L” LL”, ,LU. L .
:1) ~2_flygust19S~-letter from Howell of Holmes & Narvcr to $lr.Jim Reeves
]f ALO on tilesuujcct of en:incering and construction for Concerto extension.
%is plan documented by an HiN book published in :\ugust of 1959 proposes
lltcrnatives and constr!lrtion fnr 7 diffcr~n.t nY~j~cq~ ~~ 4nl Ia,.lc. D-e< .-.PY /w
)rchid, a

----- ... . .--,-- -
nuclear shot 2 to 3000 fc deep in tuff; Project Porpoise,

i; nuclear shot 10,000 ft deep at the NTS; Project Cottontail, a
[E shot in the Rainier environment; Project Coffee Pot, a nucle3r
;hot in Rainier environment; project Crystal, a nuclear shot in the
?ainicr environment; Project Stingray, a nuclear shot in Rainier
environment; Project Dinosaur, a nuclear or greater shot at location .
)thcr than the NTS.

-

Concurrently, the Air Force WaS ‘orking alOng ‘he ‘ame lines and at ‘he . ~
end of ~ug~st_5_gpublish~d a rePort for the Assistant to the Secretary

of Defense for Atomic Energy on the subject of possibilities for detection ..

of nuclear explosions both at high altitudes in the atmosphere and outer
space shots.

. Reference to a message from Reeves

August 1959 is contained in “353.4--------

to AEC Headquarters and others on 13

Planning” and directs the appropriate

people to proceed with the phase down of EPG resources as described in

Plan A, consolidation on Site Fred, Jefife\’, Committee Report.

s-~
13 August TWX from Reeves to the overseas testing contractors directs
~—

at all agencies proceed with phasing down the EPG resources as described
.

a Jeffrey sub-committee report, I believe this was a report included in

o joint report on an organization for future test operations signed off

Starboard, Parker, and tho JTF7 commander about this time.

.oss-rcfcrcnced here is a Icttcr from Bradbury *O Starboard on 14 Sept.

{c> ‘
1s9 wf~ich is filc~ in “635 Lab pro9ram” and ‘rangmits a ‘cric~~comn’cnis

] the various questions from Slarboard concerning the ensuing I“cn years

tlAS1.

Meeting #1536, 13 August 59:
~-

Teller and Brown of Livermore attended this meeting and prcscntcd the

Livcrmore concept of development of cnhanccd radiation weapons

I
/w!F

. The details of this cliscussinn and proposal arc classified

anda copy will be in our files (AEC 1027/1).



Carl Lyon’s Files

‘J-3Handbook, 1959,” J-3-W-95, 14 August 1959”

This lengthy document was written by Task Group 7.1 just before the Group was

‘ormallydeactivated during the moratorium at the end of August 1959. It seems to

:ay that, after deactivation of the Task Group, the I&Z J-3 Group will be what will

Ymzin of the 7.1 organization and this document is being written

Background from prior experience for facilitating rapid expsnsion

‘roup7.1 should the need arise in the future.

as a guide and

of J-3 to a Task

The document contains

snned and operated during

much background of how the Task Force and ‘I’askGroups were

previous test operations through HARDTMIK; how the nuclear

esting operations were actuslly carried out, with tinemphssis on the fact that the

ask Force supported the scientific weapons testing and data gatheri>~; information

n the overseas test sites (Eniwetok, Bikini, Jo@stonj4, and Christmas) and NTS;

~formation on how the various types of shots (air drop, bal:o.m, missile, etc.)

?re carried out ; make-up and ❑arming of the staff organizations of Task Group

.1; end the number of the specific details of preparing for~ activating the

wflities snd resources, and executing an actual test operation as well as the

lbsequent roll-up.

A copy of this informational,document hopefully can be obtained on 10.u and

‘led in our safe.

Note that this 1959 document~ under “Test Site Information,” states: “since

.eEPG is part of the trust territories and may be subject to extraintemational

11.ticalpressures that could prevent its use in the future, Christmas Island,

e British test area, has also been briefly described in this chapter as a possible

St site.” As for open sea operations (such as AFGUS), “for surface open scu shots,

d AEC feasibility study in January 1959 reco~endcd OJIaren ~~~ milcG ‘“~l~h‘r

10, Hawaii.” As for Christmas Island, it i~ noted that much detail is contuincd



-2”

a LASL memorandum @3-GO-312, dated 21 Januaxy 59.

Zn the discussion about the use of missles for nuclear detonations, a LASL

j memorandum #J3-W-82, dated 29 June 59, subject ‘%igh Altitude Nuclear Detonations

)m Johnston+ Island,” is referenced for further information.

In discussing the details of the open sea method od testing, six different

:ters are referenced as having covered various aspects of this sub~ect beginning

April of 1959 and going through a J-3 X=POrt on 19 A~~t 5’3~}J3-W-96> subject

asting of Nuclear Detonations on the Open Sea.” All of these should be ih the

)ivision files and perhaps the J-3 files (whereevz ‘iheyare). They are listed

Page 76 of this report.

The discussion of unde~mund testing notes the accomplishments to date, and

~tes that there are presently five five-hundred foot vertical holes available in

?a 3, and four twelve-hundred foot holes in the planni~ plk.xphase, with three-

re old holes which may be re-usable if cleaned out. A J-6 memorand~ #J~-~241~

~ed 2 July 59) addresses the feasibility of vefiic~ hole tests=

~ A 14 August reply fmm Fleming to Colonel Tiiompsongives his personsl opinion
—---—— #;-

zat there will be no nuclear tests requiring ssmplirg other than the fiver and
~i

K(3IRT(PLOWSHARE) type for a long time to come. ‘1’hus,based on his opinion tila+~-- ...

L.- —-:
mdia will have completed development of a drone aircraft sanpli~ system by the

ld of the caLander year 59, he is saying that LivermoR will not need the 49z6#~=

:%er OXCART if his assumptions prove to be true. His estimate of a date for

UXU, nuclear testi~ which

M’s authorization which h=

:::.rx~q of 1960.

depends on the political.situation and cpccifical.ly

not been forthcomi~ , can not be done prior to the



A,17 Aug. 59 letter from JTF-7 to the Commander of the Army Task Group at

Eniwetok is entitled, “Phase Out of U.S. Army Task Group 7.2,” and uses the wording

‘upon inactivation of your organization.”
This indicates to me that even though

YF?there was an indication that 7.2 was transferred back to Washington in Jan. 1960.

,
it was with no personnel other than on the headquarters JTF-7 staff.

S’$?
kn 18 August Trip Report from Col. Eddy ofA17SWC reports on planning

*

BL~

1’

“or the WILLOIV Operation which was recently discussed with Cambridge

{csearch people. DDR&IZ has in.forlmcdthe service secretaries to plan on an

:ssumed date for WILLO\V of

LFSWC to launch roclcets and

no earlier than March 1$)61 and thc,proposal is for

pods in conjunction with the AFS}\’C-proposed

~RGUS I and IIHigh Altitude Shots and this has been approved by DASA and
.

ecommcnded to the JCS but at a cost of 2 million dollars &ather than the 6

aillionwhich AFSWC recommended would be needed. In this event the use

f pods would be selected to keep the cost down and give more precise

ositioning. Headquarters, Air Force

lASA proposal. l?urthermore AFCRC

as requested support from AFSWC on

has withheld concurrence from the

(Air Force Cambridge Research Center)

the launching of rockets for a number

f measurements to be made. In a late August letter from Col. Byrne

f the 4950th to the Al?SWC , the 4950th points out that lhc 4952nrJ has this

ockct launch and associated capability within its unit and tl~atthe types of

ctivitiesassociated with

upport rcquircn~cnts of

WILLOW would indeed come unclcr and ~vill]inLhc

the 49501]1 as .~ask Group 7.4 if Lhc tcsti]lgshould

.

omc to pass. Thcrcforc in principa, the 4970Lh \villfind suppor~ of the

l?CR13 rcquircn~cnts opcratioJlallyfeasible.



Here is a copy of a ‘IX 7.1 document mentioned elsewhere, a memo t’mm Colonel James _

Avery of J-3

%onat ions on

.xxnland arers

for the record on 19 August 59, ~J3-W-96, subjectA

the Open-Sea.” An open-sea shot is defined as “a

that all D-1 and D-dzy operation and disgnoztics

“’Testi~ of Nyclear 3R

surface shot so remote

uould have to be

inducted fmm ships, ba~es and airplanes.” Amo]w the assumptions aret!~at“the

S~OnatiOn sezm site wotid be h the area dete~ined during the ALO conference of

3 January 59 as being the most feasible, i. e., three hundred miles south of

aV@i; and that base fwj.l.ities on OahU md Hawaii WIJJ be made available for the

verseas Y-’-C.Cpart of the operation.” The January 59 meeting estimated it would

dte five months of preparation to conduct such @ open-sea test and the following
.

laming ttems or actions have slretiy taken place in preparation: the Navy has

eleased six LCU’S for zero sites, three of which are being maintained by Task

mup 7.3 boat pool in San Diego. H & N will do the modifications when required.

he Navy Task Group 7.3 has identified the other types of ships which will be

btainable and

ther than the

‘ransportsiner

appropriate for this type of an operation but no specific boats

LCU’s are presently earmarked. Also, J-6 and EC & G have desi&ned

type of CP that can be placed on an LSD for the firi~ system panel.

,G 7.4 has addressed ssmpling and detenr5i.ec-.:Y-.l:~+7 aircr<t stationed either

)n Oshu or Hawaii will have an ample safety ma~~in to sample as far as 500 miles

N?sy:.Certain effects of tests near the Islands have been investi.gatedwit;;tine

}mblem of water waves being estimated by J-10 as six-foot waves in Hawaii for a

me megaton shot at 2S0 miles or a ten megaton shot at 800 miles dist.ar.ce.Also

~oted is that fall-out patterns will encroach on the main commercisl sea and

~irline routes between Hawaii and the Centinental U.S.

capabilities of the Navy ships and the requirement for

Listed.

Other details of the

standoff distances are

.



Under the backgnmnd

?en-sea shot hss been in

discussion is first noted that the possibility

the minds of the testing people for some years

f the flexibility of time and place of operation that it allows and the

nteresting statement is made: “Immediately following HARDTACK I, prior

oritorium, a crash pro~ram was planned to implement an open-sea test of

9.

of an

because

following

to the test

CZz:
a wecpon

~sentisl to the stockpile. Because of the stability it offered, a Lax%e concrete

il.ban-ge,excess to the needs of the EPG, was planned for use as the zero site,

: ~uld have been towed &O an area two hundred miles north of Eniwetok for a

?tonation where fall-out weather delays wuld have been minimized. Use of
TT 4

90ngi was re jetted becteuseof fall-out on the Marshallese. This plan to resume

?Stiug in the P ific was rejected by Secretazy Dunes and to date .::>J:;en-sea

L
urface testing ~ ever been conducted.” The pncmans poltticsl pre~sures

xist@ fmm the UN are noted since they “may prevent any ftn’theruse of” EPG

nd the January 59 selection of the -a three hpdred riflessduth of ~f10 ‘OY

LOO is noted. This is documented in the minutes of the ALOO conference of

8-29 January 59, for~arded to Starbird from Eurtfoni on 6 February 59 by

.letter # TE: MPS: 3199. Several pages ddress in some detail the concept

f the operation including the tioe :i~thln the owzrsll five moi:tk.t’imef:sme
.

hat the various movements and activities would take place, the locations of

:ertain activities such as preparation of the LCU shot platform, and the details

jf actually executing the shot and performing the diagnostics are noted. This

Is followed by several pages of the specific activities and problem areas Yl%t

Y-3 will face in the various phases of build-up and execution. The find section

:ontains an estimate of the resources required which include: Seven to to e’ight

ships of six different types; fifteen to twenty aircraft of seven or e’i.@tdifferent

types; minimum communications; and a brief description of tiiebasefacilities qn

dawaii.

I
I
I



~ MRA-7 (Case File)
“Report of the Study Group on Organization for Fuiure Test Ops”
MUST GET COPY - SRD

Signed o~~by Starbird (DMA), Parker (C)ASA), and M/Gcn. Charles
Anderson (then Cmdr. JTF-7) 20 August 1959.

~——. - FL
w

A 20 August 59 letter to the Department of the Army from the Chief of Staff
●

JTF-7, Brig. Gen. George Duncan indicates the activities of late in phasing down

a
JTF-7 and its functions and concludes that after FY 60, there will be no requirements

for a general officer in the task force.

ALO FILES

NOTES ON “REPORTS OF THE STUDY GROUP ON ORGANIZATION FOR FUTURE TEST

OPERATIONS”, 20 August 1959

This .report about 260 pages long is classified SRD and a copy of it was

sent to Los Alamos which was destroyed some time in the past and therefore

I am taking the notes from the ALO copy for our records. The report was

signed out on 20 August [959 with a cover letter for the Secretary of

Defense, the AEC Chairman, and the JCS Chairman from the study group who

approved the conclusions and recommendations of the study who were the.

Ccmnander of Joint Task Force 7 (!4ajor Gen. Charles H. Anderson, U.S.A.F. )

bA5A
the Chief of D2J2z3_(Rear Admiral E~ward N. Parker, U.S:, Navy), and the

Director of DMA (Starboard).

The enclosures to this study make up the background for conducting flhe

study and also have some very interesting information of the del iberal”ions.

and thinking in the AEC and DOD that have preceded this study and were

very relavent to the moratorium situation through [959.
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24 Augus+ 1959, J-1 Report: Task Group 7.1 ProperI-y items were

transferred to AEC lIyJTF-7 for use by J-Division concurrent with the

termination of the military personnel in 7.1 and the deactivation of
By

$hat group.

25 August 59, J-15 Report: In this repo]-t I believe is the first reference—.. -.=.—
I
i[

to the-addressing of containment of underground cxplo~ions and the calculations

BY Iand con]j)utdtions associated with predicting the proper cent.ainmcnt. The work

in this tinlcperiod was done I)y Brownlce, Eilet-s, and Art Cox.

I



26 August 59, J-16 Report: Here is a discussion of the study of containing
~—

explosionswithin metal spheres with the details of a small sphere being designed

for actual tests. Apparently the sphere will be instrumented and the explosions

will be performed in the sphere when it is filled
and when it is empty.

27 August !959, J-6 Report: As for EPG the following is stated:
*

‘The AEC is placing EPG on a standby status. Capability for testing R \/

would be to commence xk a 12 barge shot operation

to resume testing. In line with this, we are return

-7
year after approval

ng to LASL the shop

equipment presently installed at EPG. All up-island stations are to

be stripped of their equipment E% as after Castle and the equipment

stored at Parry or Eniwetok Island. There will be.no engineering

capability at EPG for design survey or reports. However, H8NIs

hcme office will continue to function much as in the past.” As for

NTS, a memorandum detailing 5 different proposals for underground
.

firing has been distributed. POst shot exploration in area 3 is

continuing. As for Los Alamos a proposal has been submitted and

approved +0 fire scaled 1. tests

with a target date of mid-ScptcmLcr.



The last activities report contained herein for August of 59 indicates that
~$

phasedown planning and coordination has been the object of concentrated effort
G

XL

by all concerned during this month and that official notification of a maintenance

standby status phasedown was received on 8 Aug. Joint committees of 7.2, Air

Force, H&N, and AEC personnel have been established and have had preliminary

meetings and tentative plans have been made for the transition based on the latest

planning dates. The phase down strength, effective on the 7th of Aug. , was

established at 267 and the reassignment of personnel during the upcoming months

is being worked on.

That concludes the notes in these fairly brief files from 7.2.

—

In Aug. of 1959, all indications are that all of Task Group 7.2 is stationed

at Eniwetok and the Commander there is Army Col. Leo W. H. Shaughnessey.

Je

Note that in August of 59,qPMR was making visits to the island to survey
—-

the facilities, equipment, status.



September=:
v

For the first time, a

fa.reaof hi~h d.titude test

detection techniques beimg

lengthly explanation of tie P-Division work in the

cletectioafrom satalites .zxV2ressesseveral 0S t!:e
Pr

considered end developed i-.cooper~tion with Sandia

an electxvn me~netic spectrometer, snd a protron cournter-telescope;havebeen

The pm~ram will involve cletonation of a-scaled-do~ l;Zc:~i-met,alt;’stemsin

a closed environment provided wit!lexit pPss&Tc wzys ta cxrduct Sa::lc.rl-aciio~l

of the debris to a sample collector without releasing debris to Vilea.~r. ‘ille

size of the pass<~e we.ysor channels will be varied in ar atte-lptto 21:<the

optiwm cond.itior.sfor li.rnitedbut .anrpler.tiiocfienicelsanplin< co~.~f.st~i~,t

with efi’ectivecontainment for a variety of encl~y releases.”

is bei.!.?addressed.

“Tineonyof’Seimic Decoupling.” Also t~wre was a J-Ei-;2sionreport, L,’:‘S-2337,

“H@h Altitude Explosions end Eycbux’nProLlem.”



A 1 September 1959 mem~ from Walt Gibbons
~.--= -“---———

of the Mark device. It is noted that most

of the Plowshare events will involve Mark

to Myron Knr.pp covers the yields

of the CONCERTO events and some

s with their yield appropriately AIF
adjusted,and that the are identical hydrodynamically.

Gibbons gives a detailed listof the various configurations of the Mark V1l

which have been tested, retired, or put in War reserve and detzils of the tests;

he notes that LASL has expressed confidence that the adjusted yields will be

quite reliable even in the low-yield range.

M k R Records Center

35 AdvazncedResearch Projects Agency, up to 12/~/63° Folder

Many of the item in this folder are cross-referenced to twu other folders :

71.6 h%h altitude nucle= effects” ~a “~001 ‘m group.” ln ‘Ur ‘Des ‘hese

Q,andY.

There is a fair amount of

sponsible for w“nichareas of

e ax~ement is

pervision in the

the undennmnd

of

confusion in September of 59 as to whit’h~~encies
---

test detection and who is wurkhg with whom. Apperantly,

something 1ike: LASL, Sandia, and ~1~~ are wor’kinguncler .&-@A

high altitude field; and Liverno re is workirx~with STL

area. This

Note that all of these

replies from the labs to

Nov. of 59, which reflected

NV
are

are

could be entirely wro~.

I

replies are more or less along the same lines as the
&
round

Hertford and from Hertford to Starbird from Sept. through
—---

the laboratory’s feelings that DASA was wrong in seeing the

program so heavily controlled by the DOD and that only equal footing could be acceptable

and that DASA was also missing the importance of the high altitude diagnostic’measurements

on the detonations in understanding all the data and fomarding weapons development.



Sept. 59 correspondence on plans and ac~lvlTles JO pI~P~,= Q,> u ~,u,,..v
9

hole for Lollipop (readiness date of I Feb. 60). Ff

.AFC41D(AROC) 3P+. 59 report on a proposed program for Outer Space

Weapon Testing (OSWT). Foreward notes our “realization that the

USSR has such a capability and may welt be in a position to exploit

[t.’! Proposal to deliver “test package” containing device and
Fp

sensors and transmitting data back to Earth.
Atlas/Agena/t-h ird

Stage proposed as carrier for !000 lb totai” payloac!.
ETR&J.1.

looked at as possible launch sites. Estimated lead times are 18

months for non-nuclear proof -test and more than 24 months for

nuclear tests. Funds estimated for 5-launch ETR program (where

facilities exist) were %30 million.

dry
1 September Memo within A~S\VC notes that the projects being followed

re: JAGUAR, JAvELIN/JOUR~~YMAN, Reactor Hazards, KiWi-Bt
Be

ARLYBIRD, .WILLO\V, EPG Phase 130wn, and TRUMPET.
.. ..

A17SJVC FIistory Office
-~ -~

S-9
AZ Scptcmbcr TWX from Joint Task Force SEVEN to the 4950th indicates

R?~
?’

.~~ &&&

thatagrcement for i“ntcrilmoperation of the E1?G bctwccn AEC and 3T~-7

was cntcrcd into on 27 August and in esscncc gave the AIZC more
responsibility

for operation there whereas the military is phasing clown most”of tllcir

opc’ration.
r. .’;...

Meeting #1541, ~~~~rnber 5~~ .~k

McCone noted that the DODhad prepared a draft press release announcing
.

@e X-IEtests to be done in Louisiana as decoup}lng experiments
and preparation

for a possible nuclear detonation (small) at the NTS for the purpose of

seismic evaluation No decision had yet been made as to whether to issue.

the press release .



14ere is some very important status information on PLOWSHARE in the fall of
—-. .—

1959 beginning with a rather comprehensive rnernorandum from Starbird on
—.....~

Nc

9 September 59 which discusses some of the problems of sensitivity and
——. _

opinion amongst the Commission and the COngress and others in Washington on

the subject of the various proposed projects and proposed in some detail how the

various projects might be proceeded with from this time and what might be the
I

. .
outcome of trying to carry the different things out. Also there’s a reply from ~ -.

Edward Teller on 28 September 59 as to what he feels should bc the course of

action. Next comes some testimony by Chairman NlcCone before the JCAE

on the subject of PLOWSHARE and some corresponclcncc exchanged bctwccn

McCone and Teller in November of 59 on the specific subject of PLCWSHARE

40

.



..

but more generally on the Test Ban Treaty and the effects on the weapons
I

F(’

I

laboratories.
hij -H.

Since the highest classification on this is confidential I will

get a copy for our files. The next set of activities in pushing PLOWSHARE

documented in this folder came in May of 1960,’,when on 11 May , Teller presented

. .
the program cn the most urgent projects as far as Livermore could see, to the

Rresident and members of the Cabinet. I will make a copy of the Ietter documenting

the highlights of this presentation as well as the replies from Commissioner

. ~;-&/<
Wilson and Kist#akowsky, Eisenhower’s scientificadvisor. In the U May- _

to the President, Teller identifies as the most ambitious of PLCWSHARE ~

~.1
projects the ,<-level Trans Isthmi~n Canal,

steps as follows: first, the development of

which requires two prepar~tory

nuclear explosives such as

entisaged in our proposal (which eliminates certain hazards to

personnel) and, second, a trial run on a reasonably large scale. For the latter

step, itis proposed to carry out the Chariot project in Alaska. The 23 May
.

letter from Commissioner Wilson to Teller notes that he has had good reports i

i

on the PLOWSHARE presentation before the Cabinet and particularly on the
—:
-1

f

Panama Carol project and finishes “ I trust itis hardly necessary to urge you to

emphasize (before Senator Kerr’s Committee, on JMay 26) in all such appearances

that PLOWSHARE is practically stymied at present unless we resume testing,
i

at least for this purpose. “ I
I
I

There is no further correspondence of interest in this folder, or befote 1962.

.
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Here, transmitted by a 14 Sept. 59 cover letter, are several papers answering

questions from Starbird dated 7 July, 31 July, and 13 Aug. All the questions /’> ~~
,. _+.

concern the future of LASL in the area of weapons testing. weapons development,

non-weapons activities, and research such as done by universities, over the next

decade. Several types of testing situations are presumed: moratorium A where

all atmospheric testing is prohibited; moratorium E where all testing over 10 tons

is prohibited; and moratorium C where limited testing is permitted after July 1960.

Bradbury expresses little confidence in projecting a 10 year progress in weapons

development given these conditions and therefore just trys to lay out some of the

areas of investigation which would seem to be more fruitful and likely for further

exploration in the 3 situations. The moratorium A would allow weapons development

across the board but at greatly increased expense and would require a national

devotion with the appropriate f~zding and effort to pursue weapons development
.,,>

in this environment (underground and outerspace only). Under moratoriunl E, Bradbury

specifically feels that this would allow developments and refinements only in low

yield tactical weapons and improvement of “1 point safety characteristics of



weapons.” He further states that “development of new large yield weapons

would be essentially impossible.” Under moratorium C, the same progress would be

attainable as under moratorium A with things being somewhat easier, cheaper, and

faster than if they had to wait for outerspace capabilities such as i~ the high

yield areas. After discussion of the effect on non-weapon activities under the

several hypothesis and the need for LASL to do plenty of basic research just as

universities do, some general comments on the future of LASL are provided: “It

is probable that the overall size of the LASL should show only growth over the

next decade - a growth permitted primarily by the additional housing as areas

such as Barranca Mesa and White Rock are opened up. There would seen no pressing

need for it to expand much more than possibly 10% or 15X beyond its present level

and then under a philosophy which would suggest the maximum use of its existing

facilities. Perhaps the greatest single question is whether, under a maximum of

weapon responsibilities, this will permit adequate progress to be r,ade in areas

such as nuclear rocket propulsion, plutonium burning reactors, and similar fields

in which the LASL has a unique capability and one which could be duplicated or

installed elsewhere only at extraordinarily great expense. This questicn could
quantitative

not be answered in a q~xxxakkx~ sense at the present time.”

Meeting #1546, 14 September 59:
%, .... . ..

In budget discussions for FY61, Luede~e addressed the Plo\vshare budget
d“ &

and stated “it was ~ifficult to make a budget recommendation in this matter $~

because of the status of the Geneva conference and its effect on the \
.——. 3

expenditure of FY60 funds available. Therefore, he recorirncn~ec~ 8 rnillio~ -- j

dollars for this budget for FY61 to permit flexibili~ in the e~;cnt the

Plowshare program goes ahead.” Starbird reviewed the propose’~ Plowshare

projects and saidhe was satisfied with a budget of 8 million for tJ1.

I

I
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:2] A ~~.~,tcnber 1959* letter from Harold Brown then Deputy Director of..—
,RL to General Starbird D!L\,Document No. BY-59-126. This letter contains
.he LRL proposal to perform the Concerto seismic program. It notes that
t is based on experiments proposed by the Berkncr Paacl and :as

pccificd in lX.L4’smessage No. s-140, date group 151506 July 1939. Bro~~n
Cttcr proposes a prosram to be cond~ictcd jointly by the :\EC and DoD to
mplcmcnt those experiments. Other pertinent earlier rcfcrcnces arc 2 LRL
:omrnunications,a messa~c No. BYX53-121 dated 12..iu~ust 1S?59and a letter
{o. COPAA59-?2, dated 5 June 19S9. Brown notes that this letter is a detai
lcscription \/itkrefined cost e~tln~tes for the various experiments and the

/w
s

ed

xnplackmcnt and technical program and that it supersedes the previous cor.nufii-
:ations and excludes the granite shot riamcd Lollipop I(hich was proposed
)Y the Bcrkncr Panel. The letter goes into the details of how LRL {;ould propose
:0 cmplacc and perform the detonations of the six nuclear events a]ldone high
!Xplosive event (Cottontail) ~<hich they claim 1~’ouldma}:e up the Conccrta program.

:>-: .

he events are named Orchid, porpoise, cottontail, coffee ~ot, crystal, Stingray
nd Dinosaur. Brown notes their understmding that DoD would carr~ out the
(istant seismic measurements and that AEC ~~ould provide t?ledctonazion znd
measurements of device performance, close in earth motion, and ir.ter~.cd~are
.cismic signals. He lays out some of the details of K1-AatLRL \Vould prcpose
:ould be the rteasurer,entprogram. The cost estimates are laid cut znd generally

me derived from the August ’59 llolmes & Narver study. In conclusion Ero’;~n

‘cquests immediate authori zation to proceed ~~.ithconstruction of Station U12S.LO
~hichwould be used for the high explosi~’c Cottontail event and sets 15 Februzry
.960 as a ready dzte for that shot. He adds that authorization’to proceed i{ith
loredetailed planning of the entire Concerto program is also rcc.ucstcd but
-hat presumably at this tiraconly Cottontail can be conducted ~~rithno political
.cstrictions. b
A ~S Scptccher S’3TWX from Starbird to the Laboratories nc!dresscs the.—---.->
sttidics acd cx?crir,cntz for cfi%<cx-i~l~nuclear V:C”T*.-Yens ccsts ur.?cr~73’2zti. .*

First of all, it ROTCS the lligkest priority is ncK bcir?g ~iven to lar~e-
holc decoupling tests, suc!_Las Project Coxboy, associatca c:?ginccring
studies and thccrctical studies associated with lar~c-hole dcccuplir.~.
]{C asks the LatJsto consider ocher nc~hctis of cor,ccalncnt and/or <Ccc:pi
such as small-!lolc decoupling or co”!bin2tiGns of srcll holes, as };c1l as
other scfi.c,ncsof dcccu!]ling such iisusc of other ncc!i:r.s,iike ice. ~u..

Starbird asl:s for the cxtcnsicn of engil:ccril:c~cudics to co:~siccr tb.c

..-*

Y
,:]g

her,

practicality in cost of Iargc holes for clctol:ztionsin the rsn:c of 20 to
100 kilotons. Hc concl~ides by asl:ifig:!:at ci<ort not bc dctrzctcd from
the hiEh priority pro~ram to do :hcsc ot!lcr SLUdiCS. I!c also strcs.scs the
need to avoid any leak or speculation t!l:ltth~ lar:c-ho;c CXi)CI-iI-!C:?l:,t iti7.

is indic~tivc of AI;C ill~:lllijl~for any nuc~car tests. Replies ircn [,iver~.orc
and I.AS!.discussed the o]]-~oinflsttidics in the aycas of dcto;l.ltion
conccal~:cnt

.--...--.’ “---., .. . -------

Ncither folder ll~smuch of anythinc of interest after 1959.
.

..
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1

s~rmo~Qr ~ecord by ~ol
n 18 September . Rose of the 4950th notes that I

~-= __~

{r. Merle Smith of ALO visited that day and in conversations, advised him \ — ..+

~at AEC personnel are prcscntl’y surveying possible canal and harbor sites

I Alaslca with a view towards using atomic weapons to excavate the se facilities

a 1961. .
.

“P” com etcly separately from the joi ndia-LASL effort on test d

Meeting #1554, 21 Se~tember 59:
“----: .....-------=-

On the subject of Geneva negotiations, “4:nthe Commissioners discussed a ~4is1-..

propesed US position on test suspension and requested retision of a draft

press release, AEC 226/220.

Note that here is November of 59 and the discussion of weapons testing and
.s

of the Geneva talks has essentially been zero for quite sometime.

m

$-T
A 24 September Operation Order for the 4926th Test Squadron documents
*

the upcoming support to be provided by this organization for air sampling for

the 13uGLE CALL and SUhTDAY PUNCH scheduled for

I October through 16 OCtOber 1959 and ‘tilizing ‘l~ree ‘-57D” aircraft:



24 Sept. 59, J-6 Report: As for weapons testing it is noted that

design work for overseas operations is being done slowly, apparently when

there is no pressing design work needed for Plowshare or the NTS which means

that about 90%,of the work is for LRL, 5% for LASL and 5% for others. As for

EPG where things are being rolled up, a J-6 man is out there taking care of

closing up the J-6 machine shop and returning the equipment to LASL and J-6

has requested the return of 15,000 ft. of 7/8 in. styroflex cable which is in

the LASL warehouse af EPG and is to be stored for LASL at NTS. A number of

items planned for the EPG are listed and the specific% status of the design

of each by H&N is noted. AS for NTS, Newman says “The enormous quantity of

work that Holmes and Narver has had to do for LRL vieapons, Vortex znd Plowshare

has made HLN progress on LASL designs very slow. There is a small indication

that they will divert more effort to our projects any time in the near future. ”

-lf-

H&N is at various stages of completion in the design work for 1200 ft. holes

and the peripheral equipment for such holes,

“.-t
“The scaled l-# program continues with the first shot.scfleduled for approximately

30 Sept provided all materials are delivered from the suppliers without further

delay.”

29”Sept. 59, J-1 Report: It is noted here that as of 1 Sept. all
.— — ,..&f

military personnel of task group 7.1 had tcrl:linatcdemployed wiLh LASL. By
.



30 Sept. 59, J-10 Report: Under the subject of concealment of underground
.

explosions, LAMB is considering from an engineering point of view the

construction of cavities for containing underground explosions and numerical

computations are being carried out for cavities of various shapes. Don

Westervelt signed this status report, I believe since Hoerlin is on leave of

The subject of air fl$rescence comes up through out the report with
BY

absence.

codes being written and reports made to look at this method of performing high

altitude tests diagnostics and detection. Westervelt notes in a conversation

with A GLL d-ti-) he learned that that

organization is thinking in terms of six months for producing the first prototype

of a fluorescence detection system and 12 months for equipment in a number of

4stations for a unilateral versus an internationc etection system.

The next piece of correspondence is dated 30 September 19~ and is a letter
1.-

7 and a report from Teller to Starboard on the subject of deep space test
BK

capability. Livermore pushes such a concept at this point and they estimate

~~~=Pit would fake about 18 months from an authorization date to have a calibra-

tion shot with a total cost of about 50 million dollars and that following

this each shot would cost between ten and fifteen million jollars. Livermore

al.SO states that for the responsibility for the experiment to be given either

to LASL or LRL because of other LRL commitments they could not undertake the

job without an increase of

take [t. Method of device

to be launched from either

staff and, therefore, would pre

delivery address was to use a 3

the Eniwetok-Bikini area or Chr

er that LASL under-

state Atlas Booster

stmas Island.

Johnston Island was not considered due to overcrowded facilities at that

Hcre~ document entitled, “Weapons Effects Program
* Operation Willow, for

Planning I’urposcsOnly,” d~tcd 30 Sept. 59 from D*~A. It includes hi~h alti~ude..— Tfi

shots! 6 in number, .
with the highest at 1000”to 1500 kilomt,tersand 3 of tllcSI)OLS

~L3
r

(ax
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Correspondence in Sept. of 1959 indicates that Operation Switch is unde~ay,
I

—--.————.-

I.e., the Army Task Group 7.2 is handingovcr their responsibilities and presumably
I

facilities and equipment to H&N who will replace them functionally.
Tc

t
Here in the Sept.–Ott. time frame, the 4950th discusses the phasedown of

4

Air Force operations at Eniwetok in parallel. They state as the USAF-ARDC agent ‘1

for this effort, they concur that they will re-deploy all personnel of a
Tfi I

helicopter squadron to their home station as soon as possible. I
.. .

The requirements to support the TAC mission(apparently tanker operations and I

deployment of strike forces) as well as the increased logistics flight activities I

1

is described in detail in the late Sept. time frame and JTF-7 notes that in the
-

Tfl
turnover of functions from the Army co the AEC, these requirements are being

taken into consideration and they can be met by the AEC following transfer. This

is with the exception of the airfield and related support which are responsibilites

of ARDc (4951st).
.

1,



I
I

pheno:nonolo~y.

tests and has attempted two rocket 1mnches with ScJiiia: L Witil 3 pn)txurl spectm:fi-

launch and therefore the electon spect?mmeter paylosd that YLZS ‘oeen developed
..

h% not been tested. A capability report of

been prepared by a joint Sandi a.-LASiiworki~~

the satalite systen proposed has

~;~mup (5’uzzer?) and presented to

DKA

This i{= about tne time the

funding fmm Washir+$on and J-Divisi.oa b this rmnth repo.r-tedo~l t>-eij-OWY work

flow of active material in circumste3ces a

pzr&w w5.I_lcontinue and so far has been

ment point of vieir.

bomb is fired -inpipes or i.oles.“ ~ne

moderately s.uccess~ul fram a conta.-~n-



Some time between SprinE and Fall 59 efforts Cot re-difcctcd at least in”
part to the question of a satellite systCm for surveyin~ and detecting /r
nuclear bursts and the Buzzer Committcc, it looks like, put out a formal e
report in October of S9 entitled l!CaPability Report for a Satellite system

for Nuclear Burst SurTZillance.”
-.— -

The relationship of various organizations in dctobcr of 59 seems to be
that the Army Ballistic Nissile Ascncy (AINA) and Space Technology
Laboratory (STL) were on contract to ARPA to allow the DoD to provide
information to the Department of State for usc at the Geneva talks on
TcstBans. This information was addressing the question of detectability
of high altitude detonations. The AEC Labs WCYC asked to assist, based
on the planninc and studying in theoretical 1,’oxkthat had already gone on
Inhouse.
.1 0ct_5~~WX from Hertford to S1-arhirdgives rough Sandia and LASL

co
estimates for their FY 60 involvement in test detection (high altitude ~’ ~

and underground) programs.

-18-

2 Oct. 59, J-15 Report: One of the areas covered is containment problems,
—-”- --

indicating that J-15 is now working to understand the results of the nine underground

vertical holes shots in area 3. They are trying to model what takes place and

put it in a hydrodynamics

A 5 Oct. 59 memo to
*

code to

the CNO

better understand containment.

from CJTF-7 indicates that the AEC will retain

18 LCM’S and 12 LCU’S at the EPG during the maintenance standby period.

$
f to be performed by Redstone and 2 by Jupiter, with the 6th a balloon shot. The

water surface and sub-surface programs includes 5 shots, 3 underwater and 2 over

deep water. The land surface weapons effects program includes 1 high yield surface

burst and 1 low yield air burst.



CL
Here is a copy of # letter from ARDC Headquarters to Headquarters Air Force

on 6 Oct. 59 which refers to the recent 4950th study on the status and build up

M
required to support testing at the EPG from a minimum maintenance situation. As

far as the Air Force is concerned, ARDC agrees that the presently authorized man-

power at the EPG (4951st) must be retained in order to allow conversion to full-

scale nuclear testing in the required 12 months. Further, they say it is important

to retain the 4950th as it presently exists.

Inserted in this time frame are

requirements for the Nike-Zeus target

some details from the Army to PMR on their

program which shows one IRBM target test to

be performed in the last quarter of calendar year 61 and si::teento be performed

in calendar year 62. V?The schedules for activities to support these launches from s

Johnston Island show dredging to add 21 acres being done in the last half of 1959

with all the rest construction and support activities in the development, approval,

and design stages until early 1960. The contracts won’t be awarded and the work

won’t physically begin”on the other items until about 1 July 1960.

(3] A$=CIC@.eZ.S.AS9-.aT~’I~ No. C-4219 from Gerry Johnson of Livcrmore to Starbird

seems to be the next correspondence on”the Cottontail/Concerto progran and
requests authorization again to proceed with engir.ecring and construction

for the Cottontail event. However, at a new location ~~’icha new ready date.
#v

~LRL 11o,{plans for the Cottontail explosive to be emplaced in a separate tui~~el

+ocatcd north of the present U12b tunnel instead of U12b.10 as previously
- 1 :~ay 1960 ~,’hichthey claim is+-oposcd. They note a ready date possible Oi .

‘Ircadincss for Lollipop on 1 April ‘60.consistent with theL__

.

.



{
There are som intercst~ notes which I have put in the Livenno rc Classified Lp

notmbooh fmm the JEiiW310pm~rom files here and here is one
docwncnt worth mcntion~-.

It is a 7 October 59 report on a meet.~ of the JEIUCIIO~tccr~ concnittecheld on

16-17 Septembcr. ti~ the plann~ details - that DASA pl:m~ JBEIL3[0 x tl~cfi~=t

experiment they intend to do; that the moritorim !~asbeen cxtcndcd to Y Dccembcr 59;

1059 is e<~ccte~ to come sorlc:~ne ina decision on further plaim~ be~mnd the c~ldOS _,

late November or earlj-Dcceaber and V.:aiiMSA cannot anticipate a JENC1O date of 1

W 1%0 es finn; that planning should be made extremely 21SX<;:IO;and that the fund~~

thich has been requested ~d detafled for certain preparations end executions is not

Yet being provided in adequate scxmnts. ‘he name given to the test now is 1.lAF.3SW~0’J

=d the tmel constnlctiOCLS status WS+S sujmmized as follows; “the Line of s i:llt

~Lumd is cz.nplete j ~;~e cress-cuts have been ;loledt~~n~h, a nominal. sized tunnel has

k
been ushcd tO Sm.znd zero. All.excavations will be complete b~ 25 Otto’oer.”

Numerous other detafis of both simul.e.tlm‘~cc:::lf.f~~ee‘.0 ?.9 prel irl~harwr test -L2 fO r

this event as vel~ as tine pmb~e.m be ~ inves:~~ ~tjed ~0 prepare fO r V&”iOUS di~m s~ic

=d effects messm.rementx aspects of the test are discussed in some detai?.. AmonG the

agenties involved are Livermore, AFSiiC,W & G, and Iac”tieed.

s.$-~
~ 7 October ~sip Ilcport from co1. Rose docurncn~s among other things the
~-’--e

uture of Project JAGUAR in relation to
sampling requirm ents and

L76

.+.4
~

;lSO the possibility of U-Z aircraft being assigned to the 4$)50L11to support L

~rcmcly highly high altituc]csamFling requl~cmcnts of

~CIS there is a

—-...— .-. —---- . -

------ .-. .— ----- .

.—. —-—------ .

COI. Rose

.

I
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Itis worth mentioning that even though the titleof this folder is simply Succotash,

in it

the entries/are far more than just the formal Succotash Program but include

all of the readiness sorts of thinking through the moratorium all the \vay up

Lx
until the resumption of testing in 1961. This to me is significant si~ce it

means that perhaps the name

flfiv,,!:;,..~..:

-FXIU6 with Readiness in

Succotash was the one that was thought of as

the Live rmore Community during the moratorium.

The firstpiece of correspondence in this folder is in reply to a 12 October letter
~

from Teller to Starbird concerned with increasing the degree of readiness and

*_a similar teletype on 22 October . . is a 16 November 1959 letter from

Starbird to Teller responding to these proposals. In his opening paragraph he

states “As I told you when you were here, I had not intended to answer the letter

right away because the answer would have had to be in the negative. I prefered

to wait untilthe situation in regard to Geneva clarified somewhat. Now,

however I believe I must answer sooner. The two basic reasons are:

A. John Foster has emphasized that it is essential to do something

to keep the theoretical people concretely at work. 1 must believe

him on this but I regret this is the situation.

B. We are getting queries from the test organization and its contractors
?

with whom your people are talking concerning our intentions. This
1

leads to confusion and the matter must be clarified.“

The letter seems to contain so much that is important and it is so lengthy that I

will try to get a copy of the SECRET letter for our files. Starbircl is crt-tainly

10 I



1
‘T!-q’?:w

4..’-..>-*

negative in his response to arguments from Livermore and perhaps Teller

and Foster in particular that efforts be made at the NTS to bring the readiness

response times down to the order of two weeks. He proposes and authorizes

certain kinds of work on two or three specific designs in the area of tunnel

construction but nd in the area of any real work on scientificconstruction and

installation (with the exception of extensive planning )which he feels will give a

very
readiness for certain/important thi to the DOD of about 30 to 40 days for

y~’

the first item. ““inki “ no oinciden : t th” re ure eing

applied a

/

at e decisio was mg so ht lght a th end of Oc r

d195 “ . coincided th e end of one year orator .
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4 12 October TWX from Starboard for’ Bradbury addresses th p=ba course to

)e followed

that we wit

i[scussions

Impractical

;tates that

at Geneva when the talks reconvene on 27 October and he notes

attempt to have the Soviets join us in joint technical

on the underground problem with the objective of showing the

lity of any system at the present time. Further Starboard

if the Soviets wi II not engage in joint discussions, Wadsworth

{Ill present to the delegation the facts as we see them and present

documentation to back up those facts. Starboard says the DMA wants very

>ad[y for either Al Graves or Bi II Ogle to go back for the first month of

these very critical discussions, with the man going as the AEC representative

md Herbst would be there as the technical representa”tive in the same

~pacity as Lzfore. In further discussing the men’s qualifications for

helplng the delegation, it is noted that during the period that Bill was

with the delegation, it was one of real doldrums and almost nothing was
.

going on, whereas Al was there during a period when there was somewhat

more activity. Prior to the session beginning in Geneva, there will

work going on in Washington with other agencies where Harold Brown w

head up the preparation of certain papers for possible joint discuss

be

II

ons

and that he,would be the leader of any technical delegation that we would

send over for these discussions. This group will meet beginning about the

15th of October and those involved in the preparation of this documentation

#ill include Brown and some representatives from an Air Force organization

L3S well as one or both of the alters, somebody from the CIA, and probably

‘meone from the Killian committee. Further, Starboard feels that the

ASL man to be sent to Geneva shou

.
In on the beginning of these tecl]nl

d come in about the 14th of 15~h to be

cal talks. .

. 1
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Here is a letter from Bradbury to IIertfordon 14 Oct. 59 which contains ‘“
.-

?&
Bradbury’s feelings as to the possible improvements in weapons in the next 5 years ~

or so with and without testing.
Pb

“could

be achieved with adequate confidence to warrent stockpiling. This belief does not

appear to be shared by the DOD at the present time, and if this lack of confidence

persists, nothing beyond what has been tested already vill be achieved (from the

point of view of the stockpile) if testing is not resumed.”

[6 Oct. 59 letter from Starbird to Hertford (same info to Bradbury) defines

relationship of Dept. of State, DoD, ARPA, etc., with Geneva talks.

FpTask of ARPA from Geneva negotiators is to study and evaluate systems

to detect high altitude explosions I kt or larger (above 30 to 50 km)

by either surface or satellite detectors and provide reports on

7 Oct. 59 and updates within 6 months.

9 Oct. 59 Memo COPAC 59-32 frou M. Kn.spp of Succotash program. References BY 59-133”

.hich outlines LRL plan for reaching readiness- to-test capability of two weeks,

,.e., first event fired on two weeksr notice and events folloving at two week

.ntcrvals, This memo sets forth following schedule: Ready Dates

● 400 T U12i.01 1 Feb. 60

. 400 T j.ol 15 Feb. 60 Ch
400 T k. 01 lMar. 60

12 KT C*O3 1 Mar. 60

30 KT e.07 1 Apr. 60

2 KT b.09 3.5 ~hy 60

411 shots show diagnostics of R. C., HETT, pins, alpha, and initiator monitor as a

minimum.

.



The document~tion through 1959 indicates a certain

L.
pertaining to the ground water probiems at the NTS

amount of discussion

and a 20 October IQ59

~ ietter from Graves to Jim Reeves,, hichanswers a request for information
Bp

from the previous June indicates that apparently fhe judgment ha been

A.u&2-z
tO look at the ground water picture at the NTS in great detail is going

A

to be a very expensive investigation. Apparently bec~use this would be

8 large effort for the USGS there has been some suggestion that the whole

test organization look to using other locations within the U.S. for extended
.*~~

underground testing. Graves feeis that this is a caseof “a very small +++

wagging a very large dog.” Pertinent information includes “although I agree

with the desirabi Iity of an extensive survey to estabjish the ground ~iater

picture at NTS, I doubt criticism of the Commission’s underground test

activities is justifiable since the knowledge that we have caused no water

contamination by

the commission’s

extrapolation of

carried out, but

previous tests constitutes the best possible evidence that

program has been acceptable. .1 woujd agree that large
\

that prosram requires considerable thought before being

smaii extrapolations can aimost certainly be made with

very minimum risk of causing difficulty.” .

23 Oct. 59, J-16 Report: Dick Nakcfield reports that one shot has’been fired
~..—

in the l/10tl\ scale model of a proposed container for use in l-Point tc~ts.

By



. .1
230ct. 59, J-3 Report: Here is an entry on the report entitled “2eport of the

Study Group on Organization for Future Testing Operations,” 20 August 59, published

by the military, and documented in several other sets ofmy notes to a great degree.

Here it is noted that Duncan Curry is studying the impact of this report in conjunction

with Sewell of Livermore and Fowler of Sandia to determine what must be done with

such a report. It is stated “The report proposes additional steps in the wrong

direction; more task force control, even in the planning stages, without any @f

increased capability for plans and operations; and the creation of several scientific

tasks groups without any adequate machinery for resolving their conflicts in

requirements and operations. The report was prepared without as~ertaining the views

of the laboratories or of ALO. DMA and DOD are reported to be working on a new

agreement refe~d to in the report. Frank DiLuzio of ALO says that this agreement

will be referred to ALO for comment before being consummated; and that ALO will

obtain Laboratory advise before commenting.”

26 Oct. 59 memo (KPS 59-144) fron Knapp documents modification of Succotash which

now includes planning for only two projects as follows:

POET Ready Date -- 15 Feb. 60

IWTLER Ready Date -- 15 May 60.
CA)

i)ates are based on manpover allocation in early November 59.

>ocumcnts show planning alon~

‘lanning and preparations for

these lines continued throu~h November.

POET readiness continued tllrouch22 Jan. 60 as

Ocumcnts ShOW, sLill based on a 15 Feb. ready clatc.



270ct. 59, J-6 Report: No significate changes are noted in EPG or NTS status;
*

the scaled l-point program has been started with about one shot

a week for the last four weeks.
)

Here is a proposal from Al?SIVc for ARGUS cxpcrimcnts for Operation

WILLOIV dated 27 October 1959 and there arc several interesting points:
~-——

. B\!
AFSIVC feels stnongly that the most meaningful and militarily significant data

4

which can be obtained from the high altitude tests is in relation to the creation

Of the so-called “Bubb~cll, its expansion , its collapse, and collateral phenomena.

The proposal includes recommendations that the three devices be carried to

altitudes from 100 to 400 kilometers from Johnston Island by THOR rockets

and that the diagnostics be done by JA\rlZLIN rockets. l?urtherrnore the

THOR missile would carry certain instrumentation pods.

On 28 October 1959 Mr. MC Cone, Chairman of the AEC sent a brief memo to

Starboard 1isting items that he discussed with Edward Tel Ier at a recent /
B /%

‘n$etlng that he would Iike to discuss with Starboard. They include the

Vortex program, and Tel Ier’s views that the testing program should consider

capabilities for outer space testing as well as consider possible underground

testing on the order of 20 to 24 shots a year between the Iwo laboratories

md the fact that Teller stressed that readiness for underground shots should be

reached by I March 1960 which would require about three quarlcrs of a

million dollars immediately from Starboard. .

Notes on these folders in the time frame of 1960 Illru 1961 are included in

a dlffcrcnt set of notes labeled A.
.

-1
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290ct. 59, J-10 Report: Under the subject of fluorescence detection, the

present effort is directed toward arranging for EG&G to develop prototype hardware

based on J-lO-supplied data. Various aspects of the physics of the problem as well

as the instrumentation and optical systems required to implement such a detection

system are being address by calculations and design work. As for the question of

-L

-19- fi!i’y
uorescence detection from satellite, it is stated

“A study was made of the detection

om high aMtidE altitude nuclear explosions by means of X-ray excited air

uorescence observed from satellites orbiting at high and IOW altitudes.
It was

Included that a satellite system is inferior to the ground based in range but

lat the high altitude system in particular may be capable of eliminating some

iind spots. “

One item of interest is a latgc! report entitled, “Port of Eniwetok-Intelligence

survey, 1959.” It was written by Task Group 7.2 and submitted in Cl&t..of 1959- .xc

and includes extensive maps and photos and drawings of the area and the facilities

thereon.

1’

1



Xovem’c:er1959:
~’---- -

have entries me: nuclear Ractions$ fission stuiiies, hi~h altiiude fluo rensenc e

Note the expansion of J-Divison discussion of t’aeplasma tlzernoco@e act.<vities

in this month with sections under the headings of: dif~ioa fznm ZrC-UL?3SC ther-

mocouple pin, final radiochemic al results on plasma the.moco’uple life experiment,

plasma thermocouple cell j DC plasma Gun, plasma shealincalculations, h@-tempera-

tzzre reactors for P’TC application, and high -teinperaturestudies of materiels.

Note in the test pla?m.i% and eval-aation section, the discussion O: IZS ?n-dEP2

activities and. prepsl-ations‘hascorle

si:~nontlnsprevious and the headin~s

on conce.al~ undeqrownd explosions

scale tests

well the containment vessel can hold

full scale container is on order ad

I10i7 to zem after ts,perin;off since a“~?ut

Ilnthe particular nontks rqo rt aye onl~y

and contain~ eqlosious. Zhe one-tenth

“ had been continued to understand now

up and based on what has been learned “a

a final end cap des~~n antisi!.tfilled con-
.

configuration should be forthcoming in the next two weeks.”

I
I



F y., f?,:;.. ,.-s, ,- _.. . - -

iv:/..

Meeting #1565, 3 November 59: :L:~ 1“ “ :’ ‘;>,.:
~.. - ....

l?or the first time in the Commission meetings that 1 have seen, one of the

proposed seismic imp~ovement shots was specifically discussed. Lollipop,

a proposed uncle rg ,-ound nuclear detonation in granite, had been

recommended by the Berkner panel as one which would be valuable in

acquiring new seismic data. Starbird brought this up for review since there

were now proposed additional projects related to gathering data on this shot.

“Mr. Graham inquired whether any instrumentation proposed for the

projects would have to be concealed from Sotiet representatives if the

test were conducted under international sponsorship. Starbird replied

he knew of no instrumentation which cou Id not be examined by Soviet

scientists. Mr. Williams expressed the belief that se~-eral of the proposed

projects could not be defended solely on the basis of seismic detection of

underground nuclear explosions. He said they appeared to aim more at the

development of weapons
., J

explosions. He ~;d

testing techniques and non-military uses of nuclear

specifically the programs of interest to the CIA

as being extraneous to the central purpose of the shot, and said he was not

convinced that the $248, 000 requested for the projects in question was

justified. “ The Commission then approved, subject to -Mr. Williams’

concurrence, the addition of these A!SC-DASA sponsored programs , and

noted that data collected on the event WOUICI be publicly relcasccl.

1,

f
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On *3 November-tl~c Commander of the 4951 st at lZni\vctok became the Senior

JTF-7 rcprcscntativc in the 12PG during the mini~mum rnaintcnance period. B4

During an October visit to Eniivctok by Maj. Gen. Anderson (Commander

of JTII’-7), the agreement for 1.2niwctok operation was accepted and the

responsibility was generally dividccl bet~veen the AEC Resiclcnt Manager and

the 4951st Comrnandcr.

In the same time period, the
-~ under AFSWP, was addressing a

Ing and specifically AF?DC, thf

ast quarter of calendar year 1959, the m? Iitary,
question of the capabi I ity for outer space test-

Ai r Research and Devel.cpment Command of the .
Al r Force, had submitted a proposa I . Both the ~RL proposa I and the AQDC pro- B4
Dosal saw the Atlas as a ~r ime candidate fcr a carrier. A Ietter from Adm. j

d ~t~arker, the Chief of DASA in !959, Nov. 5, to Gen. Starbird documents the
~ DASA interests in preliminary-~~~i~”~~~~~ development of an cuter space test-

ing capability and states “provided you concur in the desirability of deve top-

lng such a capability, I am prepared to provide fiscal support for this prelimi-
nary planning under the current DOD guidance which” requires us to maintain a
capability l-o resume testing.”

Some correspondence in the November-Dcccmber time frame indicates that “-—.—

there was an Air Force Scientific Ad~sory Board with a “ad hoc committee
P(

on _fes’tmoratorium” which solicil-ed the assistance of Al Graves and Harold

Agnew. There is more on this filed under “334 Scientific Advisory Board”.

Here, on 8 Nov. 1959, Lt. Col. Otis kloreman, Jr. assumes command of Task.—..

Group 7.2 at Eniwetok. d=
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MEMOMRDUMFOR :

SUBJEZT : Joint

..

HEMDQUARTIIU3

DEFENSE ATOMIC SUPPO17TAGENCY
WLSKKNGTON 25, D. C .

w
9 November 1%9

lXIPUIY CKLEFS OF S’3!AFF,DIRECTORS AND CHIEF5 OF SEPARATE ~ICZS

IWk Force-y Relationa with MSA under the Propo~ed Reorganization

- 1. On 19 October 1959 and 5 November 1959, Bri.Eadier General G. T. IMncan$
USA, Chief of Stxnff, JTF-7, and I diecuaoed the action to be taken In the
jmplexentatiofiof the “Report of the Study Group on the organization far Futuro

TeBt Operations,” dated 20 August 19590

2, General Duncan informal me that the lli~k Force is currently cn~azti in
the pha~e-down of the EXiwetok Proving GrOLUKIj which will be complctcd by 1 I’eb-
I“uary 1960. The Trisk Force will have a tout.ind.ng reaponoibility for monitoring

DOD&ctivlties in the 12?G.

3. The folld~i.ng actions were dlscusscd:
t.

a. Actimtion of the Albuquerque Office of JTF-7.

b. Activation of the Task Group 7.4. Action wiH
the Joint Chief~ of Staff implementing directive is iesued.

co

de

e.

PhaGe-down of Headquarter, JT?-7. (Sef3 para 4d)

New authorized TD strength. (See para 4e)

The asrmmtion of the respon~ibilities of providing mili’m support
of the Nevada Te8t Site. (See para 5 below)

. .
4. Inremrd to future relations between MM and JTF-7 under the new

organization, it wm agreed that:

a. Under the present plan, the Tmk Force till retain its unit inlx&rity.

b. The TaskForce will operate under the approved policies of the DASA.\

c. Within theee approved pelf.cic~) the Taak Force may deal. dii8~ctlY

with the Services and other governmental ri~encloa on opcmtional matt.cro concerned
with preparation for and conduct of nuclear weapons te6to.

.,



d. JTF-7”wi.11admirtl~tcr Itu pcroonncl to include the writinfl of
travel orders and will be authorized to iical directly with the Scrvice~ on
personnel matters. The Taok Force will clear with Chief, DASA, prl.or to dcnll.ng

t with the ServiCcs, rc~rding replaccmcnte for key pcr~onnel of JTF-7. ‘Ilmce~
are construed to be the Conmwxler, the Chief of Staff, and the Chiefs of rc~pective
staff agencies. General Duncan will discuss with General WM.tc and General Harrison
the de8irabi.lity of ~TF-7 personnel being asoigned to DASA reporting units.

e. Deviation from the suggested manning contained in the final. report
wKL be submlt%d to Chief, D&3A, for approval.

f. ccmmmnder, JTF-7 will prepare and submit to the Chief, DAM,
recommended budget6 of the Joint Task Force for review and inclusion In the
overall DASA budget.

5. At the 19 October 1959 meeting, I directed Colonel Penly to work with
the. JTF-7 staff in the development of a plan to trnrmtier the IiTS support functtous

tO JTF’-7 and to establish an Albuquerque Office of the Task Force, as reco=~.ended
In the Six@ Group’s Report. A briefing covering these areas will be scheduled

,“ In the near future.
I
f 6. Althou@”JTF-7 ray contract to -the statua of a relatively mdl unit
i

I

during non-test periods, it w1ll be treated at.all times m a ma@ cozxmci of

I
the XX)Das well as a subordi.nat.e coznramd of the II&3A due to the priority rind
@oz’lxince”of its operational mfz3si.on.

/
It Is expected. tlmt members of Hcs.dqucrters,

~, staff w~ exercise dili&ence in coordination of plenned actiom w~sti~f=.
1 effect the operational capabilities of the Joint Ta~k Force-7.

~

I

.,., ‘1

I
; ro.~, hc[L

I
EDWARD 1/.PARKZ3

,

!

Rear Admiral, USN
Chief, DASA

‘o
“:? .



on 10 November 1959, CO1. Wignall as Commander of the 4950th responds
•~.

to AFSWC on their staff study on the reorganization of AFSWC. Judging from

the com.mcnts apparently the AFSWC authors have recommended reorganizing

the 4950th probably by absorbing its mission within the center, ifnot in \vhole

at least partially. The response from Wignall is that the study is based ]argclY

on conjecture and statements purporting to be facts for which no substantiation DO

is evident; neither does ittake into consideration certain facts such as the

true domestic and international situation regarding resumption of testing and

the fact that the 4950th has a current mission , \vhich seem to be very pertinent

and necessary in considering reorganization, Clearly the 4950Lh feels they

are fightingfoi their lifeand in fact fighting for the proper support to nuclear

test planning during

13 Nov. 59 TWX
———. -

the moratorium period. I
from Sandia requests approva I for Tonopah test i n @cc. 59

to prove out ground-control !ed ai rcraft (drones) for radchem samp I i ng

Starb i rd d i sapproved test on I Dec. due in part to possible adverse
FF

propaganda effect at Geneva.
L

Zv(’

A memo”dated 18 November 19>Qf rom Flert f ord to Starboard mentions the

i “7
possible use of the Scout mi ssi Ie system present Iy being developed between.

u
the USAF and NASA for nuclear device testing activities

i n outer space.

~6\~~’’Fur~,1crmore AFSWC is designated as ‘“e ‘lr ‘orce ‘gency ‘or ‘“he ‘rojcct

and any AEC discussion should be directly with AFSW@. Scmc noles kihich

fol lowed this memo indicate that I he payload capabi I ity of the Scout was

far too low even to consider using for nuclear
weapons i~~tin9 since

..- -...-~,,~~ would weight much moro tl]an the capability.

?



21 November - s?

(-
1959

3- 20 November UN General Assembly (XIV) debates
..—----- “Qucstion of French Nuclear Tests in the

Sahara. ” France mintains it “does not

create any risk for the rest of theworld

and for Africa ... the question of equip-

ping herself with nuclear weapons is a
question which concerns only the French ...”
General Assembly adopts resolution asking
France to refrain fron conducting nuclear
tests in Sahara. Vote: 51 Yes, 16 No, 15

Abstain. France, US and UK against; USSR

$n favor. (For fulf text of rcmlufionmdrardof mfe
Sm/@pcmdix “[{”.)

General Assembly (XIV) adopts resolution
urging countries concerned in Geneva test

ban negotiations to wake every effort to

reach an accord and to continue voluntary c/fC
test suspension. Resolution also appeals

:

to other natims to refrain from testing.
●

23 Nov. 59, J-3 Report: Duncan Curry reports that Col. William S. Hutche\on Jr.

of field command DASA visited J-3 to discuss the planning for integrating JTF-7

By
into DASA, and the h~pe that this will create a more favorable climate for test

planning. He notes that perhaps field command will take over JTF-7 proposed

liaison duties in Albuquerque rather than having a small task force liaison office

there. It is also mentioned that the Secretary of Defense has approved the report

of the study group on future testing. Also, roll up and transfer of personnel and

functions from Parry to Eniwetok are proceeding on schedule and should be completed

by the end of the year.

Mectingfl1571, 24 November 1959:

-., ..-..T.-.,,.,
‘?6Here is an item at the cnd of these minutes:

“Mr. Lucc!vekc announced . ,, ~%

that the Soviet Union had accepted the U.S. compro nisc l~,rnlsof rcfcrcncc

at the Geneva Confcrcncc, and there was now an agrt>(.n](,ntto hf~l{l

102

technical discussions on methods of detecting underground shots.”



~#FJvft , u-A /1

General. Order No. 10, dated 27 Nov. 59, from DASA, announces that .JTI’-7

/
——c

is assigned as a subordinate of DASA effective 27 Nov. 59. On 22 Mar. 1.960,

the Navy Task Group 7.3 was reassigned from JTF-7 to Headquarters DASA.

r

1

9
..- ..---- . . . -.-” -’ .-”

....---- - - -------- ---—-— ...-.----” ‘- - “3&
*’

c, Jofnt ‘YAMk Force S3VEX wm msigncd m a subordlm.te CODLY15
.,

of the DASA on al’November 1959 E@ fu_zzJshcd~flthc ck..r:crCZ&&!_n~ t:+
—-— ---------......—

reconmendntions ,ofthe AEC-DOD stu~ GTou~ (~% CbOVC ). Td G C:Q2?+ue~ -Q2C

‘ JTF-7 responsible for conducting all DO?) nuclcex vec~ns effects tcc%s

.

.30 Nov. 59, J-6 Report: For EPG, small advances are reported on several of
~..— .-a!

the design work items being done by

AEC Headquarters cancel~ed a number

at J-7’s request or recommendation,

H&Ii. p!!liev~an states, without J-6 knowledge, ~~ ~“

of the items which had been approved for design

such as the air conditioning and sound proofing

improvements for build il]gson Parry, a barge photo tower to replace MACK, etc.

The scaled l-1’oint activity continues with

one shot per week.



December 1959:
~.... —.- ,.. ..—

PT
In the test evaluation section there is an entn~ ontk one point

test in December 15’57where znalysis of the core drliLli~_s obta.i.r.edlon& after

the event have just been co~leted. Tine result is a rei’-lncment:>:tfi.c;,riel.d

.

.



A 1 December 59 letter frum Shuster to Allaire of ALOO discusses the procure-
~-”- ‘“-

t time for balloons. He recommends test flight of at least one balloon under

w
“ere conditions prior to actual use snd feels that the following response times

.

a reasonable e~timate: five months for delivery of test balloon; two months

“ test flying of balloons; three to five months for delive~ of first production

t. He says it isn’t anticipated that Perudynamic balloons would be used exclus-

ly in future test series. “Present plans are to have one or two flying in a

ad-by condition and to use them only when high winds are forecast or when axt

:eptionallyheavy

w ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘“ “(’”+ 0’7”)

“nDcccmbcr 1959 a draft paper which set forth the proposal for the
+————— ~&
establishment of a U. S. Air I?orce Task Group 7.4 which would bc in fact the

f950th under the command of Col. Wignall, who would now be the Commander

>f Task Group 7.4 was written up. This Task Group would be responsible

.OJTF-7 although itwould physically function and be located at the same place

itKirtland Air

don’t know.

\ TWX dated 2

Force Base as ithad been and how far this draft Charter got,

December from Headquarters, Air Force to A17SWC indicates _ ~
.

~-f-:
hat the discussions of the future of the 4950th and its subordinate units is ~ (

being carried” on at this level. Headquarters, Air Force requests that certain

information be submitted not later than 1 February which should include

the information contained in a briefing dated 20 November on the maintenance

of the capability to conduct overseas tests . Headquarters desties the specific

details on requirements for aircraft and manpower and the time phasing to

build up this capability should it be needed. ,.



An 8 Dcccrnbcr 1ctter from Gcn. McCorklc, Commander of AFSWC to——

Gcn. Canterbury of AIIIC indicates McCorklc’ s feeling that the 4950th rl[.3

should indccc] bc designated as Air Force Task Group 7.4 but that it would

carry both titlesand that itwould continue to be an Al?SWC unit. Further,

McCorkle states that he has been informed that the JCS has approved the

formation of a permanent 7.4.

.

&“ -au
8 December 1959, there came a memo from Bi I I JU4=M+= of Nevada Operations

Bob Newman at LASL that shed some I ight on the practices at the NTS to
4c&Lu BP

&“f atta

that

test

Jead

n and maintain test readiness duri ng the moratorium. states

“our genera I pol icy on procurement of items f rcxn ma i ntenance of the

ng capabi I ity is that we wi I I procure only those items having a procurement

time of 90 ciays or longer. ” Apparently the equipment that Newman has

requested which are induction motor generator sets for LASL do fal I within

the criteria of having a lead time of 90 days or longer.

.mleiw=2~-~- .
By Dgp~~er of”s-~the high altitude detection system study was taking on
some detailed shape including discussions with I(ASAas to their coopera-
tion and help and it hzd taken on the name VEL.A. This concludes the notes

c
on the Uler Atmospheric Physics Gr~p folders through 19S9.

.

~parall.cl with those negotiations mentioned above, the Secretary of the
rcasury by le:terof 30 June 1959, requested the Secretary of Defense

) make Sand Island available to the ~Tnited S:a~es Coast Guard for use

s a Loran .4 and C station site. The Secretary of Defense by letter of Sdi%

O Deccmbcr 1?59 granted permission for the installation of the Loran

~at~on~n-Sa-~-~l.land \viththe provision that ii operate on a non-interference
asis with the proposed INilie-Zeus program.. As the Loran Station satisfied

cauiremcnts in sunnort of military operation< lln.~ertb-e@Fe~Qti~n-Q~ a’~f~-c=2tY

f~hc Commander ;;Chici, Pacific, authority to shut down \vas x~estcd in

im. 0n30 October 1961 the U.S. Coast Guard relinquished its permit

> occupy a portion of Johnston Island.

3 t.?v _-.. . . . ...4. nn ny no ram was comnlcted in June 1960 and



An 8 12ecembcr 1etter from Cen. Corkle, Comma nd,cr of FSWc to——

,, ~~(?,: ~

Cien. Canterbury of AI C indicates Mc orklc’s fc~<ing that t e 4

should i deed be de ignatcd as Air Fo -ce Task

carry both titlcsan that itwould co tinue to be/an A~

McCorkle states th t he has been i ormed, that hc J S has app ove th

formation of a pcr aanerit7.4.

!

On 8 Dec?mber 195~~

attain

that “o~

request ed w#’ichj

the c+ Ie ri~a of

j

Th

some

4

I
I

\
.

arallel \vith those negotiations mentioned above, the Secretary of the

asury by Ie!ter of 30 June 1959, requested t’ne Secretary of Defense

~ake Sand Island available to the LTnited Sta~es Coast Guard for use

Loran A and C station site. The Secretary of Defense by letter of
dE?2Y “

)eccmber 1959 granted permission for the installation af the Loran
-<——-----..L.—-
lon on .%nd island \vith the provision that it oper~te on a non-interfe~cnce
iswith tb.c proposed lNike- Zeus program. As ~he Loran Station satisfied

Uircments in support of military operation= tlv.fl~cr th.? @Fc~2ti~~-2! ~’~t~-~r:t~

hc Commander in Chici, Paciiic, authority to shut do~vn ~vas ~’cstcd in

. On 30 October 1961 the U. S. Coast Guard relinquished its permit

,ccupy a portion of Johnston Island.

oral-fillconstruction program was completed in June 1960 and
yoximatcly zz ~C]di~ioml acres were added to the island.



-/6 w

/$> The last progress report I could find was sent to CJTF-7 in Washington from
4

Eniwetok on 14 Dec. 1959aand indicates that personnel strength is now down to 20
-—

personnel from a level of about 1000 at the beginning of the year and the ll&N
Tc

personnel have taken over virtually all functions.

A further update of the JEKtCI{Oplan,nia~follows a meet~% of the ~~eer~”

committee chaired by Jerq- Jo”mson of Livermore, on 10-11 Decetier j;. M of this LP
—- .

‘time,DASA reports that ~ne~ is no specific~y-defi.rqednational pOl~.CYfi re~afi to

teSt@, that m executive statement is expected which will conttiue the teSt ~atlOn

a week-to-week basis and that the

pkrl, and that the DDR&E (York)

exceptionof unde~round testing,

State Department and. AEC have expressed favor M t!lis

has egreeciwithin the last week taat, ‘~itnMe

DASA s;hmld cut back tne amount of effort in the DOD
+-&.

test pm~rems.
h

llqerj the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Atomic Er.e~;~ is kuoted

as expressing his views just recently as SOllows: “

d;:
1. The chance of doing water or atmospherictestm in(i

(IW June 61 after the new administration has had sufficient

Yae foreseetile0.2ture

stu&~”to neke suclha

decision) i~ very small.

2. Undeqround test~ is

complete mcomplishment.

a. It is conccivoble

about the only

that the state

type for which he can see any cha??ceof

of international ne~otiations may tidicate

we should initiate unde~mund tcst~ in order to tr~ to push the

bo

c.

.

xlegotiatio~ olorg.

We may reach ~reement on apxm~sd to suspend dl testinG by phases

beginning with areas where detection end identific~tion techniques are

clear. We ww.d.dsuccessivelydevelop techniques on other types of

of testm and suspend them also.

The probability of doing eny kind of testing not hi~h o’.It:.:is !Iigher

for unde~round th2n for 2~J&[liPJj else. Therefore, i: :.E ‘:’\e a.:e ~:e

should be prepared for.”

I



end asks the steering committee to assist in the details of how to GO about this

phase dmm. Jerry Johnson stated that after t’ne steering committee draws up a
Lr

p2Wram for moth balling, he intends to p~pose to DASA that Liven-ore phase out

of the man.egement begiming on 1

“responsibilities by 1 March 60.

appare~tly is investigating some

January and be completely relievedof their

Also noted is that a pxmgrm under A7SNC which

of the JERICHO R & D questionswill contL~~e and

will utilize both HE and eqloding foil.

-7” ●

Here is a vexy lengthy draft report on the,
J
effects progrem that was written..

e ‘-<:.
within Livenaore, appar~tl y by Clark, and also appar~tl y duri~ the mor~torim. Some

U

H
of the older histor of interest, indicating that the so-cshed JERICHO effect is the

first seriously considered by lbntgomery Johnson,

Teller, and Al Latter in 1954. The first

LCGANevent of HAi3Yl?ACKII, which wss not

of fact, it was about the time Eisenhower

atteLTpt

/
serious \to look at these effec :S was the

planned titil.the lsst ninute. As a matter
a

announced that the morttoriu:)would be

entered after WWDTACK II that the DOD pushed hard for experiment

during that phase. Livennore did not wsnt to do it at first because they didn’t

believe within the funding they had been given that they could possibly field a

sIgnificant experiment. Appparsntly DASA considered the test very Mportsmt as

hey gave almost a blank check to Livenuore to come up with an experiment by

lid=October,which becsme LM&. This 100 page report gives a tremendous amount of

.etailof the expertients fielded end the various results. The

f such an event by Livemore was being done in 1957 snd was to

‘EIUCHOevent during the operation cal-ledTRUMPET.

first serious planning

produce a so-called

.



b.-

Meeting #1572, 11 December 1959:
~.. .... ---”-”—

Here are a few short but important remarks on the need for weapon
~j G

testing in the progress of the Test Ban talks: “McCone stated that the

JCAE fully supports the Commission’s position on the importance of

adequate safeguard positions in any test ban agreement with the

Soviet Union. He said Sen~.tor Anderson had urged that the Commission

be in a position to test a number of devices immediately after the first

of the year or as soon as the test moratorium is ended. For example,

Senator Anderson said that he understood from .Norris Bradbury that

the Polaris warhead re-luired further testing before it would be safe

for stockpiling. Mr. lMc Cone said he had later discussed this with

Mr. Bradbury who stated that Senator Anderson \\’as not accurately

reflecting his views on the safety of the Polaris warhead. -Mr. Bradbury

said that he did not mean that the warhead was too unsafe to permit

mentioned
stockpiling. Mr. Luedecke~ that there seemed to be a misunderstanding

about

among administration officials the progress of work on tunnels for

underground weapons tests. He said that he understood that work was .

proceeding on schedule, however, he would investigate the matter further. “

?

I

I

I
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Meeting #157~, 15 December 1959:
~- .-

E@

On the subject of Geneva negotiations (AEC 226/229), Starbircl rcvicwcd “’ ‘

a proposed AEC position on the test ban for hiGh al~itudc in a phased test

ban treaty. Guidance was needed from the Commission on a staffpr.~>osal
..=.*. #a.. . ● \

thht the ban initiallyextend up to 300, 000 kilometers, the same limit
the event of

that Would be named in A “comprehensive” treaty including underground

tests. Mr. English explained “:.natprohibition of tests below this altitude

should eliminate this problem of fallout and a satisfactory system for

monitoring such an agreement based on current technical estimates

-could be installed involving ground control equipment and svsterns of

earth satellites,“ .

An 18 Dcccmbcr Memo by the 4950th discusses the SAC -MIC conference
●

at AI?SWC on 18 Dcccmber. This project involves AT’L,iLS,1C13h4’s launchccl
t

from Vandenberg with high explosive \\’arllcadsirrpacting in the 12ni\vctok Atoll
Bu \

1’
i

lagoon. The original first firing was to be in January of 1960 however it has

been slippcclanywhere from onc to three or four months. t

~ Dec. 59 memo from Sugden notes SAC/AFS\YC plans for 6 Atlas tests

from VAFB to Eniwetok (14ack Tower) schedu led for Jan. -Aug. 60.

Concern over safety of Eniwetok personne I expressed and being /RP

studied.

On the subject of provision of aerodynamic balloons

investigated the preparation time for being ready to@y
have reported to ALO that iL world take five months

21 Dec. 59, J-3 Report:
a #

for test programs, Sandia has

i
I

carry out such testing. They

to deliver a test balloon, two months to test fly the balloon, and three to five 4
.
;

more months for delivery of the first production unit. This means an estimated t

tcn to tv~eJVenlonthsfrom go ahead until the aer~dynarnic operations could proceed. I



21 Dec. 59, J-6 Report: As for NTS activities, the post shot exploratory
——

il?ing continues in area 3. The design work for certain facilities irlcorporated

1 the proposed 1200 ft. vertical holes in area 3 has been received from the

ritractor and approved. %e work on the scaled

point program has,been stopped; indications ar%~~ampling without ground

mtamination is feasible bllt full scale or larger scale tests are necessary to

love out any specific system.

●

Ncrc is a General Order No. 14 dated 23 Dc’c. 59 frO1ll—.,..—. ..—

that the llcaclquartcrsof US Army l’askCroup 7.2 cl.oscdat’

1960 and opened in tlac]~.at Arli.nCton 11:111St,ation.

JTF-7 wl~ich notes

Eniwctok on 17 Jan. Cv’

Here is a<8 Dec.em~$r 59 memo from Ogle to Bradbury giving the NT’Sreadiness
4

of LASL . He notes there are four new five hundred foot &eep, three foot diameter, R# ~
j~j

cased holes with H.EADHOUSEdesigns in existence. Designed for safety tests, they

could be used for anything up to one ICI!. Also at the NTS are

depths greater than two hundred aml fifty feet which would be

requested six 1000 foot holes, later changed to 1200 foot, in

four used holes with

re-used. LPSL has

order to be able to

contain 10KT. The final agreementwith ALOO was for four such holes and MC

authorizedengineeringbut has not authorizeddrilling and do not intend to Until

It is clear the holes will be used. Since it is estimated that .?.1200 i’oothole

could be ready for use in 3 plus or minus one-half month after notification, it looks

like LASL has a ma~ina.1.capability of firing up to 10KT on three months notice.

However, certain long lead time items are in a somewhat shaky condition, such M

winches. Also, the NT’Sstockpile of coax is in use locally and ncw coax can be

.



obtainedon someth~ like a four month delivery schedule. Thus, Ggle feels that

three months would be an absolute minti~ to do anything other than safety tests

and this could easily stretch to four or four and a half months after go-ahead.

As for Livermore, “it appears that LRL is continlli~ to d~ at a somewhat reduced rate

h Nevada. They have been in the p~cess of arra.ng~ drift tunnels far several kinds

Of shots and have dso drilled some fifteen hund~d foot deep shafts With could be

used. It is my impressionthat some of these shafts were drilled in connection with

containmentstudies rather than in preparation for a real test series. However, it

iS stfll perturb~ that they are ~lowed to s~k lame mounts Of money into these

things but we are not. I suppose the explanation has to do with tne fact that any

pkms fOr firing we have presented include only vertical holes which the AEC <eels

can be drilled on short notice.” This status report to the Lab Director coincides

almost exactly with Eisenhower’s announcementtlnatwe are no longer under a

continuhg moratorium but feel we can test if the need arises by giv’hngprior

notification.

Here is the next program letter, dated 30 Dec. 59, from Dradbury to Starbird,

~ ;Y–-
wherein Bradbury begins by noting the LASL technical program.for 60-61 suffers ‘ -.,.

from “what appears to be becoming a chronic difficulty - i.e., the continued

state of uncertainty regarding the extent and character of nuclear weapon testing

by the United States. It must, therefore, be obvious that changes in the current

domestic and international political scene could have a pronounced effect on the

relevance and accuracy of the various technical forecasts which follow.” Therefore

this letter addresses mainly the cl~angesfrom the last letter, the first of which
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wi.11 be some decrease in the effort devoted to nuclear physics research with the

various accelerators due to requirements for personnel to address the Vela Hotel

and Vela Sierra programs. These latter programs will involved approximately 30

to 35 people. As for Plowshare, “the lab interest . . . has crystallized along the

lines of the use of nuclear explosions for scientific research and for the conduct

of scientific experiments for which nuclear explosions provide unique sources of

neutrons and radiations. Specific planning is underway for the conduct of such

experiments in connection with the Gnome shot.” Also noted is the new Stretch

computer expected to go into operation in mid-1960 and the effort required to take

advantage of its capabilities. Most of the other programs are to remain at about

the sar,e level as previous with some specific comments in the area of nuclear

weapons and testing. Bradbury notes that the course of the rioratoriumseers to be

undergoing redefinition as this letter is being written. Bradbury’s appraisal of

the testing situation and readiness is probably worth quoting in full: “The

laboratory situation with respect to a resumption of actual nuclear weapon testing

is, at this writing about as follows: Holes exist at NTS in which 1 point safety

or other shots to about 1 kt could be conducted. Certain equipment (eg coax

cable and win~hes) is not immediately available i
1

or is on order with long delivery times. The laboratories proposes to obtain as

rapidly as possible all the necessary material for the resumption of testi.r.gand

to have “on the shelf” certain appropriate devices for tests in the existing holes.

However, it does not follow that the first such nuclear tests will occur instantly

i
after a Presiden al announcement that this country is resuming SUC1lactivities.

In the first place, it is not feasible to have personnel and ec~uipc)enton :ln

immediately “standby” basis nor does there appear to be any tcc}]nical or political

reason for this. In the second place, it is believed tl]at it will re[[uire Of the

order of 3 months to obtain the necessary cqujpment for the Ncvada Test Site. l’bus,

if it were announced today that this country were resumin[~ nuclear wca])ons testjng,
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it is unlikely that

Thereafter, testing

after such a public

the first shot could occur much before the end of March, 1960.

(in the existing holes) could occur probably 30 to 60 days

announcement, providing adequate preparations at the test

site had been initiated well in advance. Since it is impossible to make active

preparations for testing in Nevada in secret, the period of really active

preparation must come after a Presidental announcement.

We also propose to request that the AEc now accede to an early request of this

laboratory namely that the digging of 1200 ft. holes to contain shots up to 10 Kt.
)

proceed at such priority as you deem appropriate and that

date when 2-4 such holes will be available. Furthermore,

should be an immediate and active study of the problem of

we be informed of the

we believe that there

how (and when) we can

establish the fact that beyond any doubt

an overall way and may therefore provide

they can be used to

that a particular’”system will “work” in

the DOD with adequate assurance for its

purposes. Naturally, we would be more interested in experir.ents at full yield,

and perhaps you can assure us that the containment of such shots will be not be

unduly expensive or delayed in time. Furthermore, if we are in error in our

assumption that testing in the atmosphere or in the gravitational field of the

earth is toounlikely at this point to warrant any procurement or preparational

effort, we would appreciate being so informed. Finally, for the purposes of this

year’s programmatic statement, we are ignorin~ the practical possihilitics of

testin~ in outerspace.”

Along the lines of nuclear development, a list is attacllcd witl~ tilespecific

devices and their applications and the planned opcrat.ional available (Iatrs.



Bradbury notes the Hood problem which has occupied a major portion of t[~e

weapons effort of the laboratory over the last six months and notes that

experiments will supplement the theoretical results to date as they are done

over the latter part of 1960.

In the area

specific devices on which work is

of weapons development, in addition to the

being done, the lab will work on obtaining

ranges as well as working toward “clean” designs,maximum yield from various weight

pure fusion weapons, sub–kiloton weapons, and techniques of nuclear safing.

For some reason, there are no 1960 entries in these folders. Interestingly, a

9 Jan. 61 budget letter from Bradbury shows the revised estimates for the labs

FY 61 and 62 budgets. The 61 figure is 68.5 million and the 62 figure is 77.5

million, which corrdlate to about the same levels shown in an earlier budget letter

however, they are a year later.

Note that there are no further of the standard annual and semi–annual prograr,

reports and mid–year reviews in these files as there l~aclbeen up through the end

of 1959.

1.

Here is the “final report on the phasedown of U.S. Army Task Group 7.2,

Operation Switch,” dated 31 Dec. 1959 which reports on the details of the transfer
/

from the Army functions at the EPG to AEC control and contains highlights such as,
38

effective 1 Dec. 1959, the Commander of the 4951st was designated the JTF-7

representative

as of 17 Jan.,

personnel were

Note that

Wahoo tests done during Hardtack and referred also to planning for similar tests’

at the EPG vice the Commander of the Army Task Group 7.2. Also ,

Task Group 7.2 transferred to Arlington Hall Station, Virginia, and

released and reassigned by the Army.

the Navy planning during the early moratorium period referred to the

in the future under the name Wahoo Prime.

I

I
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~; Dec. 59, J-10 Report: Skumanich, the LASL member of the Steering
8- .

Committee, reports on the 10 to 11 Dec. meeting of that committee, at which the plans

to terminate.and phase out the activities of the underground program at By
NTSwere announced. The phase out is to take place from 1 Jan. to 1 Mar. of 1960.

Livermore people involved.are going to move into the area of high altitude studies

(detection?) and Sandia also is terminating their experiment of measuring

the bomb temperature and )(-ray spectrum, which is apparently ts t.o be taken over

in some sense by Lockheed. “The program is to be mothballed after the

present calibration experiments (of detector systems, etc.) are completed within

the next six months. This means tunnel, vacuum pipe, observing stations, detectors,

scopes, etc., to be placed on the shelf for future six month readiness. Whether t~le
u<<.

same contractors would do the~ mothballing is left as a future problem.”

As for the interium status of the program then, nothing Was decided and it looks

like a compchtcnt civilian technical director must be found is the program is not
x,l-l;r.

to f@-&Zw. Mention is also made of a large high explosive program which will be

funded by the military and is to study X-ray effects.

,

.

.
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On ~D~~ember-Starboard provided the Laboratories and Af4=?++ with some

Be

guidance on just what they can say in replying +0 queries
on the AEC’S

d
ti

test readiness and preparations. In reference to plan+resuming testingj

they may comment that there are no plans to resume testing in the Immediate
.

.

future. In reference to how long it would take to resume testing, it

can be answered that this would depend on the extent of the tests and will

vary from a matter of weeks to months where preparation for a well thought

out and detailed series would probably take quite a few months.
Furthermore

.

they can state that the EFG has been kept on a maintenance stand-by status

.

are being reconditioned and

plans for personnel and material
.

comment that there are no

throughout the past year and the NTS tunnels

dug for readiness purposes. In reference to
.

build up at either Eniwetok or NTS, they may

present plans for any build up. As to what the course of action will be

af+er the Geneva conference reconvenes in January, this is not within their

province to- comnentupon.


